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Abstract
The overconsumption of non-renewable/fossil fuels by vehicles and industry has
resulted in dangerously high levels of CO2 in the atmosphere the last 40 years. The impact
on the environment, climate and public health urge governments to find new technologies
to ensure a sustainable development. In this context, the development of greener energy
storage technologies such as novel secondary batteries has already had a wide impact. The
commercialisation of the first lithium-ion battery (LIB) in 1991 by Sony has revolutionized
mobile devices and the LIB now emerges in electric vehicles, but can be even more
important for load levelling of renewable energy. Unfortunately, an increase in our lithium
consumption coupled with its low abundance in the Earth’s crust raises financial and
sustainability concerns, forcing us to think about complementary battery technologies.
One of the most appealing alternatives is to use sodium instead of lithium.
Chemically these elements are close and these similarities should ease a technological
change. Therefore, the sodium-ion battery (SIB) is a concept worth studying - especially for
large-scale applications due to the “unlimited” abundance of sodium in the Earth’s crust and
the overall low materials cost, anticipated to be 30 times lower than for Li.
Electrolytes for SIBs can be based on organic solvents or ionic liquids (IL), or a
mixture of both as matrices, all doped with the appropriate sodium salt. Several features
and properties of hybrid IL and pure IL-based electrolytes for SIBs are investigated in this
thesis; the ionic conductivity of novel electrolytes using a few ILs chosen among the large
number available. These studies are complemented by Raman vibrational spectroscopy to
understand the interactions within the electrolytes, and the possible operation temperature
ranges by differential scanning calorimetry. Moreover, several electrolytes have been
analysed to understand the IL contribution to various safety measures; ignition time (IT),
flash point (FP), and self-extinguishing time (SET).
In addition, a significant part of the work is dedicated to the electrochemical
compatibility of the electrolytes with novel SIB electrode materials. The stability and
behaviour toward the electrodes are investigated to make possible a fully operative safer
SIB in the future, possibly based on hybrid IL or pure IL-based electrolytes.

Keywords: Sodium-ion batteries, ionic liquids, organic solvents, electrodes, electrolytes,
safety, Raman spectroscopy, ionic conductivity, electrochemistry.
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1 Introduction
In 1760, the occidental world witnessed a turning point which had a major impact on the
standard of living for the general population. It is known as the “1st industrial revolution”
and lasted until 1840 [1]. During this period, the industry moved from hand production
methods to machines, developed new chemical manufacturing and iron production
processes, improved efficiency of water power, saw the increasing use of steam power, and
worked on the development of machine tools. The use of wood and bio-fuels was replaced
by coal, nowadays coined a “fossil” fuel. The use of petroleum as it is known today started in
1840 with the “2nd industrial revolution” and helped the development of textile and
chemical industries, and later on the automotive industry [2, 3]. Unfortunately, this quick
energy race initiated industrial pollutions that severely impacted public health. The first
catastrophe happened in London in 1873 when numerous “killer fogs” caused over 1150
deaths in only three days from severe air pollution due to coal burning. Aside sanitary
concerns, later on climate modifications and the new global awareness of CO2 emissions and
levels and greenhouse gases in general were seriously discussed in for example 1992 with
the establishment of the Kyoto protocol. But as of today 2016 has just started and have the
Kyoto protocol directives really been followed? As an example, the air in Beijing is so
polluted due to the extensive use of coal that breathing damages the lungs as much as
smoking 40 cigarettes a day and at the same time the pollution overall kills 4000 people
every day in China [4]. Moreover, the global CO2 emissions by fuel consumption have more
than doubled since 1973 (Fig. 1) [5].

Figure 1. Worldwide CO2 emissions by fuel consumption in 1973 and 2012.

Another issue is the world energy consumption (WEC) i.e. the total energy used by the
human civilization per year including every energy source used in the industrial and
technologic sectors world-wide. The energy partition shows fossil fuel based energy (coal,
natural gas, oil) to still be close to 70% of the WEC in 2012 (Fig. 2) [5]. Also the final energy
consumption (energy after processed into usable forms) and electricity generation reveal
large increases over the years (Table 1). Facing an inevitable fossil fuel depletion, research
towards electrical energy storage for renewable and variable energy has been intensified
the past 20 years. In this context, secondary batteries have rapidly evolved since the early
1990’s due to the boost of mobile electronics [6] and are today part of our everyday lives [79]. This technology can partially solve the urge for balancing renewable and green energy,
with a focus on large scale applications, in particular by storing the energy from solar cells
and wind turbines. It is thus an absolute current necessity to improve and develop new
1

energy storage technologies and materials suitable for high performance devices to satisfy
the increasing market demand.

Figure 2. Worldwide energy repartition (a, b) and oil consumption (c, d) by sector in 1973 and 2012.
Table 1. Worldwide primary energy supply, final energy consumption, and electricity generation
between 1973 and 2012.

Year

Primary energy
supply

Final energy
consumption

Electricity
generation

Ref.

1973

71013

54335

6129

[5]

1990

102569

-

11821

[5]

2000

117687

-

15395

[5]

2010

147899

100914

21431

[10]

2011

152504

103716

22126

[11]

2012

155505

104426

22668

[5]

The lithium-ion battery (LIB) technology is currently the energy storage technology of choice
for hybrid and fully electric vehicles (EVs), and is starting to play a role also for large scale
energy storage. There are, however, numerous debates on the limited lithium supply and
the lithium consumption (Table 2 and Fig. 3), and thus it is useful to put forth
complementary electric energy storage technologies [12-14]. As an example, the Chevrolet
Volt plug-in hybrid electric vehicle (PHEV) with a 17.1 kWh LIB necessitates 3 kg of raw
Li2CO3 (≈ 440 g of Li). Based on the annual world production of Li2CO3 it would be possible to
2

build ca. 12,350,000 such PHEVs a year. This figure is far from the total of 67,000,000 cars
produced in 2014 [15]. Moreover, this does not take into account the still growing portable
electronics market, large electric storage facilities, ceramics industry, or the growing
pharmaceutical need for lithium, all severely reducing the amount of lithium available [16].
They also do not include the growing commercial vehicle demand for electrification. In all,
these factors will modify the price tag for all materials, not only Li2CO3, needed to construct
the energy storage (Fig. 3).
Table 2. Comparison of lithium and sodium resources and the main electrochemical properties.
Lithium (Li2CO3)
37 [16]
13,000 [16]
39,500 [16]
4500 [16]
3829 [17]
0

Property
World Production
(thousands of metric tons)
World reserves
(thousands of metric tons)
World resources
(thousands of metric tons)
Price
($ton-1)
Theoretical capacity (Metal)
(mAhg-1)
Electrochemical Potential E0
(V vs. Li+/Li°)

Sodium (Soda Ash)
52,000 [16]
24,000,000 [16]
>50,000,000 [16]
155 [16]
1165 [17]
0.3 [17]

Sodium based battery technologies were seriously considered in the 1970’s and 1980’s prior
to the emergence of the LIB concept in the 1990´s, but why? Sodium (Na) is ranked as the
4th most abundant element on Earth [16] and its derivatives are massively produced and
consumed (Fig. 3) around the world for various applications such as basic chemicals (sodium
bicarbonate, sodium chromates, sodium phosphates, and sodium silicates), and glass
containers for beverages, household products, food, liquor, medical products, toiletries and
cosmetics, as well as in soaps and detergents. Chemically, Li and Na are close and the
similarities should ease a technological change from LIBs to sodium-ion batteries (SIBs).
Therefore SIBs have been intensively “re-studied” the past decades and seem to be
technologically viable. In Table 3 three secondary battery technologies are compared; SIBs,
nickel-metal hydride (NiMH) batteries, and LIBs. The cell voltage and the energy density are
two characteristics discussed in the following section.

3

Figure 3. Price and consumption evolution of Li2CO3 and soda ash during the 20th Century.
Table 3. Comparison of cell voltages, typical electrode materials, and resulting approximate energy
densities at the cell level for the NiMH, LIB, and SIB technologies.
Property\Battery technology

NiMH [18, 19]

LIB [9, 20]

SIB [21, 22]

Nominal voltage [V]

1.20

3.70

3.65

Anode material

H in TiNi2

Graphite

Hard Carbon

Cathode material

NiOOH

LiCoO2 or
Li(NixCoyAlz)O2
(NCA)

Na3V2(PO4)2F3
(NVPF)

Energy density [Wh.kg-1]

30-80

175-240

78-365
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2 Batteries
When it comes to storing energy, secondary batteries converting chemical energy into
electrical energy – and vice versa – are one of the most efficient devices (far beyond
hydraulic and thermal storage). A battery is an electrochemical device composed of one or
more electrochemical cells that can be assembled both in parallel and series depending on
the currents and voltages desired. Historically, Alessandro Volta two centuries ago
constructed the first battery [23], later known as the voltaic cell, based on copper and zinc
plates and with an electrolyte made of brine. However, Volta did not realize that the
operation of the cell was the result of redox (reduction-oxidation) reactions, but rather used
an obsolete scientific theory known as contact tension to justify the current as a result of
two materials simply touching each other [23].
But what are redox reactions? Redox reactions include all chemical reactions in which the
oxidation states of atoms change – and thus involve the transfer of electrons between
species. By definition oxidation is an increase in oxidation state by a molecule, atom, or ion,
while reduction is a decrease in oxidation state. This concept is the basis of all
electrochemistry.

Figure 4. Schematic illustration of an SIB with E1 and E2 being the electrode potentials and eelectrons. The signs are using the galvanic cell convention (anode = negative electrode).

Two electrodes and an electrolyte is the basic composition of all electrochemical cells. If the
electrolyte is liquid, a porous separator (membrane) can be used to allow the ion transport
while avoiding short circuit by direct contact between the electrodes. The use of a separator
can be avoided by having a large enough distance between the electrodes i.e. two wires in a
beaker, but this large excess of electrolyte makes the whole system less efficient. Battery
5

technologies using solid polymer, gel polymer, or ceramic electrolytes are not in need of
separate separators [9, 24].
The electrodes are usually a composite of several materials making the final product
mechanically stable and electrochemically performing; the active electrode material itself,
some sort of carbon added to enhance electronic conductivity, and a binder to hold all
together [25]. The crystal structure of the active electrode material and its composition
determines the electrochemical potential of the material/electrode. By definition “cathode”
and “anode” are the positive and negative electrodes, respectively, for a secondary battery.
The anode/cathode designation is switching depending on whether the battery is charging
or discharging, while the negative/positive nomination remains unchanged. As soon as the
two electrodes with potentials of E1 and E2, respectively, are connected by an external
circuit, the difference in potential between the electrodes (Ecell = E1-E2) causes electrons to
flow spontaneously from the more negative to the more positive potential (Fig. 4) – which
can be used to drive a device. The cell maintains charge balance by the internal ionic
transfer within the electrolyte. All is a result of an overall process where the system releases
Gibbs free energy (ΔG) [26] (Eq. 1) and moves to a thermodynamically more stable state:

𝛥𝐺 = −𝑛𝐹𝐸𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙

(1)

where n is the number of electron transferred, F is the Faraday’s constant, and Ecell the
electrochemical potential difference.
Usually, the specific capacity (C) is extracted from a plot such as presented in Fig. 5 by the
following relation:

𝐶 =

𝑛𝐹
𝑀𝑤 3.6

(2)

where Mw is the molar weight of the active electrode material (in g/mol) in the cell’s native
assembled state (charged or discharged), and C the specific capacity expressed in mAhg-1.

6

Figure 5. GCPL data at different C-rates for a cell based on a HC WE, a Na metal CE/RE and 0.8 m
NaTFSI in EC0.45:PC0.45:Pyr13TFSI0.10 as the electrolyte.

The electrochemical stability is very important as the materials used should not be degraded
during cycling. The electrochemical stability window (ESW) is the voltage range within which
a battery can operate without detrimental decomposition of the electrolyte or any of the
electrodes.
When comparing the capacities of the charge and the discharge of an electrochemical cell,
the coulombic efficiency can be calculated which ideally should be as close as possible to
100%, in practical cells this often reaches 99.99%. However, this efficiency must not be
taken as the single parameter to measure the performance of the cell and its evolution upon
cycling. Indeed, a cell where the electrodes are damaged by side reactions would exhibit a
gradual decrease in capacity, but may still have high coulombic efficiency if the products can
be further oxidized/reduced.
The specific capacity furthermore depends on the kinetics of the electrode reactions: the Crate. For redox reactions involving insertion of ions in the electrode active material, a C-rate
of C/5 for example corresponds to the insertion of 1 mole of ions (for instance Na+ or Li+) in
5 hours. The dependence of the specific capacity of a material on the C-rate is typically
shown in a Ragone plot (Fig. 6).
Based on the capacities of the cathode and the anode a balanced assembly of a full cell is
possible. As an example: with anode and cathode materials of specific capacities of 80
mAhg-1 and 160 mAhg-1, respectively, twice the amount of the anode material as compared
to the cathode material (by weight) is needed. This calculation is, however, based only on
the active materials, why the amount of the “real” anodes and cathodes may differ
substantially, as a result of possible different percent of active materials in each case.
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The difference in potential between the two electrodes, together with the specific capacity
of the balanced full cell defines the theoretical specific energy i.e. the maximum amount of
energy stored per mass [18]:
𝛥𝐺

𝑇ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 = − ∑ 𝑀 = 𝐶 𝐸𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙
𝑤

(3)

Figure 6. Ragone plot of the specific capacity of HC as function of the C-rate using electrolytes from
papers II and V.

2.1 General Concepts and the SIB
The secondary lithium battery beginnings were extremely promising, as the theoretical
specific capacity of a lithium metal anode is very large: 3860 mAhg-1 [27] (Table 2).
Unfortunately, the uneven deposition of lithium during cycling, ultimately resulting in
dangerous dendrite growth, made them unsuitable for any commercial applications [7]. An
early idea was to substitute the Li metal anode by an alloy with aluminum, these electrodes,
however, have a short life-time due to large volumetric expansion upon cycling [28]. In the
end, the metallic lithium anode was substituted by a much safer insertion material,
graphite, operating at low potential [6]. This concept was coined “rocking-chair”, as the
lithium now “rocks” between two intercalation electrodes. This is still the basis of the
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current LIB technology and attractive due to its light weight, compactness, and the resulting
high energy density – both by weight and volume.
However, due to economic reasons and Li availability, a currently appealing
alternative/complement to the LIB is the SIB, introduced both for the vast abundance of
sodium and its relatively low cost compared to lithium (Fig. 3). Ironically, the SIBs could have
been as successful as the LIBs; they were investigated simultaneously in the 1970’s and
1980’s [29-41] until the LIB was commercialized in the 1990’s by Sony [6, 42]. The energy
densities of SIBs can be comparable to LIBs (Table 3), which really stems from the LIB
technology not being based on Li metal anodes (above). The > x3 ratio of the specific
capacities of the metals (3829/1165 in Table 1) is therefore reduced to ≈1.2 for
carbonaceous intercalation materials (graphite/HC  360/300), but this ratio can be
modified for different materials. There thus is a much smaller a priori theoretical energy
density penalty when moving from LIBs to SIBs than what first can be expected [27]. By
creating “realistic” cell layouts for example by the software BatPaC [43], energy densities for
various cylindrical cells can be modelled. For an SIB the input can be: Al current collectors at
both sides, a 3.65 V operating voltage, and capacities of 110 mAhg-1 and 300 mAhg-1 for the
cathode and anode active materials, respectively, which are the compounds studied in II.
Comparing the so obtained SIB energy density vs. some standard LIB cell configurations
show in real numbers how competitive the SIB technology can be (Table 4).
Table 4. Some SIB and LIB cell energy densities (Wh.kg-1) from BatPaC modelling. The battery size is
expressed as an expected EV driving range (miles).

SIB

LIBs

EV
range\Cell
chemistry

HC/NVPF

Graphite/LFP

Graphite/LMO

LTO/ LMO

11.2

78

74

90

63

16.8

93

88

106

68

22.4

104

99

109

70

28.0

113

103

114

72

33.6

119

104

118

74

39.2

120

106

118

75

44.8

123

108

120

76

Recently, a lot of work has been carried out to compare the common characteristics of the
LIB and SIB technologies, for example in the theoretical study by Ong et al. [44] for similar
materials operating in LIBs and SIBs. For larger batteries the use of Al current collectors
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(rather than Cu) means a significantly reduced mass as larger batteries involve relatively
larger mass of current collectors. The numbers presented in Table 4 are more or less based
on bench-scale results applied rudimentary to “the world of real batteries”, and do not
include e.g. life-length, safety, or fabrication issues. Yet, they serve to disprove the
“common belief” that SIBs intrinsically have worse energy densities than LIBs – a
misunderstanding based on the potential difference between the Li and Na metals of ca. 0.3
V and their different capacities (Table 3).

2.2 SIB Electrodes
2.2.1 Anodes
As compared to lithium metal, it is even more problematic to use sodium metal based
anodes as the melting point is relatively low (98°C) [17]. Therefore, alternative anode
materials were early studied, in most cases similar to those investigated for LIBs, and a small
overview is presented in Table 5. Most early SIB studies envisaged to use graphite, the
typical LIB anode due to its high capacity (372 mAhg-1), low potential (<0.1 V vs. Li+/Li°), and
high stability [45-47]. Unfortunately, sodium does not intercalate efficiently in graphite [48],
often explained in terms of thermodynamics [45-47].
Table 5. Summary of SIB anode materials with potentials of insertion and specific capacities (* = for
first charge/discharge cycle).
Anode materials
Hard carbon
Hard carbon C1600
Na2Ti3O7
TiO2
NiCo2O4
Sb2O4
SnSb/C
NaTi2(PO4)3
Ni3S2
MoS2
SnS/C
SnS2/C
Sn4P3
NiP3
Na15Sn4
Na3Sb
Fe3O4*
Fe2O3*
α – MoO3*
CuO*
Na2C8H4O4

Potential of
insertion
[V vs. Na+/Na°]
0.005
0.005
0.3
1.5
> 2.0
0.5
0.2
2.1
0.8
1.2
1.2
1.2
< 1.0
0.4
< 0.2
0.7
1.1
1.0
1.4
0.8
0.29
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Capacity
[mAhg-1]

Reference

300
416
178
150
200
800
544
130
400
1000
1050
750
800
1000
847
660
643/366
618/200
771/410
935/640
250

[49]
[50]
[51]
[52]
[53]
[54]
[55]
[56]
[57]
[58]
[59]
[59]
[60]
[61]
[62, 63]
[63]
[64]
[65, 66]
[67]
[68]
[69]

2.2.1.1 Carbon Based Anodes
While graphite thus cannot be used [48], other kinds of carbon based electrodes have been
extensively investigated. In 1993, carbon based sodium intercalation materials such as
petroleum coke (maximum Na content = NaC30) and Shawinigan black (NaC15) were
examined by Doeff et al. [70] and cycled using PEO-NaCF3SO3 electrolytes [71]. The resulting
SIB had a capacity of 85 mAhg-1, at the time the highest value ever reported for
electrochemical intercalation of Na using carbonaceous materials [70].
While the above SIB used a polymer electrolyte, the use of liquid electrolytes with SIBs
became successful first when hard carbon (HC) was used as the anode by Prof. Dahn’s group
[49]. HC is a non-graphitizable carbon with inherent nano-porosity due to the random
stacking of graphene sheets and with pores on the order of the size of the graphene sheets
(Fig.7). HC is at the moment the standard negative electrode of SIBs. Its disordered structure
allows sodium ions to be intercalated in the structure from any direction at the same time
as it exhibits a good reversibility. It has been recently synthesized from pyrolysis of sugar
and exhibit a theoretical capacity of 300 mAhg-1 [72]. Moreover, HC has a very low potential
of insertion (ca. 0.005 V vs. Na+/Na°) [70, 73-75]. This ensures a viability to create high
energy density SIB cells with high potential cathodes, but can also be a disadvantage; a high
current may force plating of metallic Na which makes the cell unstable and unsafe.

Figure 7. Schematic of the intercalation of sodium into HC (left) vs. lithium into graphite (right).

Recently, a new of HC called “C1600”, fabricated from an organic polymer with an aromatic
ring and heat-treated in non-reactive gas at 1600°C with a specific surface area of about
10 m2g−1 was studied in SIBs utilizing different electrolytes [76]. The best performance was
obtained using NaClO4 in EC:DMC as the electrolyte, giving an initial capacity of 413 mAhg-1,
50 cycles, and being more thermally stable than its Li analogue [50].
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2.2.1.2 Non-Carbonaceous Anodes
Alternatives to the carbonaceous materials have been investigated during the last decade
and several metal alloys and oxides with high capacities and cyclabilities have been reported
(Table 5). Titanium oxides based have been explored [54, 56, 77-80] [51], with the
prominent example being Na2Ti3O7 with good cyclability and coulombic efficiency and a
potential of insertion at 0.3 V vs. Na+/Na°, and the option of two Na to be reversibly
extracted and inserted into the structure. The main drawback is a high capacity fading upon
cycling. As a comparison, layered NaTiO2 is electrochemically active at ca. 1 V vs. Na+/Na°
allowing the insertion of only 0.3-0.5 Na [77] and TiO2 in the form of amorphous nanowires
can be cycled at ca. 1.5 V vs. Na+/Na° and 0.4 Na at best [52]. An insertion potential of 1.5 V
vs. Na+/Na° is, however, too high for the cathodes available; the cell voltage becomes too
low. NaTi2(PO4)3, also a titanium based anode material, has a insertion potential even
higher, ca. 2.7 V vs. Na+/Na°.
Besides the titanium oxides, compounds exhibiting a redox mechanism not based on the
insertion of ions in the structure, but in its complete transformation (“conversion
reactions”) have been extensively studied. These materials always involve multiple electron
reactions, which translate into high specific capacities, yet the voltage hysteresis between
oxidation and reduction is a handicap. LIB and SIB conversion reaction materials share these
same features.
Oxide materials electrochemically forming alloys with sodium upon cycling, such as Sb2O4,
display high specific capacities, but have stability issues due to their high volumetric
expansion upon alloying. This problem may be alleviated, for example SnO2 nanoparticles
embedded in a soft-templated mesoporous carbon framework have been shown to exhibit
even better performance in SIB than in LIB cells [81]. In total these anodes show an efficient
alloying/dealloying mechanism, a low reaction potential vs. Na+/Na°, a high theoretical
capacity (ca. 667 mAhg-1), a low cost, and are environmental benign [81-83]. Also, the
cycling ability, capacity retention and coulombic efficiency was proven for more than 2000
cycles at a high current density. As for other materials layered sulphides have been used
[30, 33, 84, 85] and present up to 400 mAhg-1 at 0.84 V vs. Na+/Na°, but with very bad
cyclability [57, 86], while intermetallic or alloy materials (Sn/C, SnSb/C) have shown
capacities of up to 544 mAhg-1 [55, 87], but the large volumetric expansions of these
materials is yet a hurdle to overcome.
At last, SIB anodes based on organic compounds have shown some promise; for example
disodium terephthalate (Na2C8H4O4) has a specific capacity of 250-350 mAhg-1 at an
insertion potential of 0.29 V vs. Na+/Na° [69, 88]. Benzenediacrylates show relatively low
capacities of 45-50 mAhg-1 though constant for more than 100 cycles [89].
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2.2.2 Cathodes
The cathode material usually has Na in its composition, thus serving the SIB with the needed
Na+ charge carriers and leading to the cell being assembled in the discharged state. These
Na are thus always extracted during the first charge, typically at high potential. SIB cathode
materials have been extensively studied in parallel to the various SIB anode materials –
several reviews exist [17, 34, 90-93].
Layered sodium transition oxides, NaxMO2 (M=transition metals) are promising candidates
for positive electrodes, sharing properties with their Li counterparts. The crystal structures
are built up by stacking sheets of edge-sharing MO6 octahedra and a notation was
developed by Delmas et al. [31] based on the coordination of Na ions in the interlayer space.
Two main structures have shown attractive electrochemical capacities, i.e. the O3-type and
the P2-type, where Na exhibit octahedral (O) and prismatic (P) coordination, respectively.
However, the P2-type cannot be stabilised with a Na stoichiometry larger than Na2/3MO2
[94]. Even if early studies from the 1970-1980’s of sodium containing layered electrodes can
be found for NaxMnO2 and NaxCoO2 [36, 37], the studies of layered oxides for SIBs was
greatly facilitated by the numerous earlier studies made on LIB materials such as LiCoO2 and
NMC. Hence, since the revival of SIBs by ca. 2010, many research groups have aimed to
improve the intercalation properties and the cycling performance of Na layered electrodes,
with a consistent argument being the LIB vs. SIB comparisons/similarities. Some properties,
such as the diffusion barriers of ions in XCoO2 (X=Li,Na) and the mechanical stability of O3XMO2, are in favour of SIBs as shown by Ceder et al. [44]. Another advantage of the use of
sodium is related to chromium phases (XCrO2), where the Li electrode is electrochemically
inactive while the Na electrode displays a reversible capacity of 120 mAhg-1 at 3 V vs.
Na+/Na° [95]. Layered electrodes with large capacities have recently been synthesized
where the O3 and P2 phases can be directly compared. As an example, O3-Na[Fe1/2Mn1/2]O2
and P2-Na2/3[Fe1/2Mn1/2]O2 revealed the O3 and P2 phases to have capacities of 110 mAhg-1
and 190 mAhg-1, respectively [96], while the Na analogue of NMC (Na[Ni1/3Mn1/3Co1/3]O2)
(O3-type) showed a capacity of 100 mAhg-1 (vs. 120 mAhg-1 for Li) and cycling stability for
150 cycles [97].
In addition to layered structures, 3D polyanionic frameworks, with the advantage of
enhanced structural stability, have also been studied as cathode materials for SIBs [98]The
olivine structured LiFePO4 is successfully used in commercial LIB cells, while for SIBs,
NaFePO4 exhibit maricite structure, electrochemically inactive, although the olivine
polymorph can be prepared from the lithium analogue. As alternatives, vanadium based
cathode materials have been studied, such as the NASICON (Na Super Ionic CONductor)
structure NaxV2(PO4)3 (NVP). NVP was initially synthesised by Delmas et al. [99] and exhibits
interesting electrochemical properties; two plateaus are observed at 3.4 V and 1.6 V vs.
Na+/Na° associated with the V4+/V3+ and V3+/V2+ redox reactions, respectively, in total
allowing the extraction of 1.7 Na. Studies made utilizing the window 2.7-3.8 V vs. Na+/Na°
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have shown that it is possible to obtain a capacity of 93 mAhg-1 with excellent cyclability
[100]. We cycled NVP with our IL based electrolytes between 2.7-3.6 V vs. Na+/Na° and
obtained a capacity of ca. 80 mAhg-1 at a C/10 rate. The voltage range had to be reduced
due to the decomposition of the electrolyte at high voltages, hence the somewhat lower
capacity.
Table 6. Some SIB cathode materials with potentials for sodium insertion and resulting specific
capacities.

Cathode materials
NaCrO2
NaNi0.5Mn0.5O2
O3-NaVO2
Na0.33V2O5
Na3V2(PO4)3
Na3V2(PO4)2F3
NaFeF3
NaFePO4
NaMnO2
NaFeO2
ϒ-Fe2O2
Na0.45Ni0.22Co0.11Mn0.66O2
Na0.67Mn0.65Fe0.2Ni0.15O2
NaNi0.5Ti0.5O2
Na2Fe2(SO4)3
Na2FePO4F
NaVPO4
Na(VO)2(PO4)2F
Na3MnCO3PO4
Na4Co3(PO4)P2O7
Na7V4(P2O7)4PO4
NaMnFe(CN)6

Potential of
insertion
[V vs. Na+/Na°]
3.0
N/A
2.5
1.5-4.0
1.6 & 3.6
3.7 & 4.2
1.5-4.5
2.5
2.63
3.3
2.0
4.2
2.0 & 3.8
3.1
3.8
3
3.3
3.3, 3.6 & 4.0
3.7
4.1-4.7
3.9
3.0

Specific Capacity
[mAhg-1]

Reference

125
130
120
142
93-116
120
150
120
185-190
85
189
135
208
121
100
89
98
105
191
95
82
134

[95]
[43]
[101]
[102]
[99, 103]
[104]
[105]
[106]
[107-109]
[110]
[80]
[111]
[112]
[113]
[114]
[115]
[116]
[117]
[118]
[119]
[120]
[121]

Na3V2(PO4)2F3, or NVPF [122, 123], is a related 3D structure compound initially reported by
Barker et al. [124] where VPO4 was used as an intermediate phase (see Eq. 4).
(1)

1
3
𝑉2 𝑂5 + (𝑁𝐻4 )2 𝐻𝑃𝑂4 + 𝐶𝑠𝑝 → 𝐻2 𝑂 + 𝐶𝑂 + 𝑐 𝑉𝑃𝑂4 + 2𝑁𝐻3
2
2

(2) 2𝑐 𝑉𝑃𝑂4 + 3𝑁𝑎𝐹 → 𝑁𝑎3 𝑉2 (𝑃𝑂4 )2 𝐹3

(4)

The resulting crystal structure is a 3D framework of corner sharing (V2O8F3) bi-octahedral
and (PO4) tetrahedral units connected through oxygen atoms. NVPF exhibits two plateaus at
3.7 and 4.2 V, thus on average 3.95 V, and these both correspond to the redox couple
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V4+/V3+. The capacity observed is higher than for NVP, ca. 120 mAhg-1 [104], and can thus be
coupled to HC to build a promising full SIB with a larger energy density than so far reached
for HC|NVP [21]. In III, NVPF is used as the cathode with organic solvent based electrolytes.
In contrast to NVP, decomposition of the IL based electrolytes tested occurred with NVPF at
potentials higher than 3.6 V vs. Na+/Na°. In the following sub-chapter the different types of
electrolytes available and their impact on the electrodes and the SIB in total will be outlined.

2.3 Electrolytes
Electrolytes are just as important as the electrodes and an indispensable part of the SIBs.
They usually consist of a combination of a sodium salt with a solvent or a solid – polymeric
or ceramic, allowing the conduction of sodium ions from one electrode to another. For
liquid electrolytes the ionic conductivity can be described by the Vogel-Tammann-Fulcher
(VTF) [125-127] derived equation:
−𝐵

𝜎 = 𝜎0 ∙ exp ( 𝑇−𝑇 )
0

(4)

Where σ is the ionic conductivity, T0 a temperature associated with the glass transition
temperature (Tg), σ0 is the ionic conductivity at T0, T is the absolute temperature, and B is
the activation energy. As a comparison, polymers can follow either an Arrhenius (Eq. 5) or a
VTF trend depending on the conduction mechanism [128, 129]. The Arrhenius equation:
−𝐸

𝜎 = 𝜎0 exp(𝑘 𝑇𝑎 )
𝐵

(5)

where σ0 is the conductivity at infinite T, Ea is the activation energy, kB the Boltzmann
constant, and T the temperature.
𝜎 can also be expressed as a function of the number of ions (ni), their mobilities (μi), and
their charge (qi) (Eq. 6) – the equation of total conductivity:
𝜎 = ∑𝑖 𝑛𝑖 𝑞𝑖 𝜇𝑖

(6)

The ionic conductivity is in practice expected to need to be > 1 mScm-1 to facilitate ionic
transport and acceptable rate capability, and the SIB electrolytes utterly need to show low
electronic conductivities, act over a wide temperature range, and have large operative ESWs
– ideally exceeding both insertion potentials of the electrodes. At last, it is also important
that they exhibit generally appealing features for technological materials such as nontoxicity, environmental “friendliness”, and low cost [130]. There are several types of
electrolyte concepts possible for SIBs, often based on the type of matrix used (Table 7).
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Table 7. Comparison of different SIB electrolyte concepts.

Example
ESW
[V vs. Na+/Na°]
Thermal stability
Ionic
conductivity
@RT [mScm-1]
Flammability
Reference

Liquid
1M NaClO4
in
EC:PC:DMC
1-(4-5)

Polymer

Gel Polymer

Ceramic

IL

NaTFSI in
PEO

NaCF3SO3 in
Succinonitrile/PEO

Na-Zr-Si-PO

NaTFSI in
BMImTFSI

1-(4-5)

N/A

1-8

1-7.5

+

++

+++

+++

+++

100-1000

0.1

1

0.3-1

1-10

+
[21]

++
[131]

++
[132]

+++
[133]

++
[134]

The most common concept, the organic solvent based liquid electrolytes (LEs) can
potentially be hazardous based on their flammability and leakage potential. Solid state
electrolytes such as the ceramic β’’-Al2O3, widely used in high-temperature Na-S batteries,
can potentially improve the safety for SIBs, while performing decently [135]. However, Na-S
cells themselves, in contrast to SIBs, operate at 270-350°C and contain molten sulphur,
sodium, and polysulphide compounds which are highly corrosive, can create toxic gases
such as H2S, and necessitates resistant containers, why this technology is inappropriate for
transportation [136].
Gel polymer electrolytes (GPEs) in general consist of a high dielectric organic solvent
containing a sodium salt, thus mainly a LE, immobilized in a polymer matrix host. Several
GPE formulations have been reported where the poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) [131] and
poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) [137] based have received the most attention. The main advantage
of GPEs lies in the improvements of the ionic mobility compared to “dry” solid polymer
electrolytes (SPEs), due to the liquid-like conductivity mechanism. Moreover, compared to
LEs, GPEs have superior mechanical properties, and can allow faster charge/discharging and
higher power densities [138-140]. The main disadvantage as compared to LEs is the
relatively low ion permeability due to the polymeric structure lowering the ion mobility
[141, 142]. The main reason why LEs still dominates is the high conductivities: > 10 mScm-1.
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2.3.1 Organic Solvent Based Electrolytes
A solvent is by definition a substance which can dissolve another substance - the solute. For
SIBs one or several organic solvents are used to dissolve a Na-salt to create a LE. Large
dielectric constants (ε) of the organic solvents ease the salt dissolution [143, 144] and hence
allow a larger concentration of metal cations to be present in the solution. In more detail,
the degree of ion dissociation is dependent of the interaction strength between the cation,
Li+ or Na+, and the anion, carefully chosen in order to optimize the electrolyte and improve
the conductance, and the cation-solvent interaction. The interaction between ions is by
simple definitions inversely proportional to ε and a high ε solvent thus eases salt
dissociation and increases the conductivity. As an example, the study of ion-ion interactions
by Barthel et al. revealed that decreasing the interactions by 14% increased the conductivity
by 440% [145]. Furthermore, comparing several sodium and lithium salts, it was shown by
density functional theory (DFT) calculations [146] that going from Li to Na decreases the ionpair dissociation energy by ca. 15-20%, thus Na based electrolytes based on the same salts
should be more conductive than the Li analogues. This assumption is based on most charge
carriers being metal cations (i.e. Li+, Na+), suggesting also a high cation transport number
(Eq. 7), but does not take into account different solvent shells etc.
𝑡+ =

𝜇+
𝜇+ +𝜇−

(7)

As the solvents arrange around Li+/Na+ creating a stable 1st solvation shell, the cations have
lower ionic mobilities impacting on the total conductivity. Moreover, Li+ and Na+ are not
necessarily coordinated similarly (III), [146]. Therefore, the benefit of a lower dissociation
energy can be lost due to the formation of a different solvation shell. The solvation shell is
characterized by a solvation number (SN), the number of solvents contributing, and the
coordination number (CN), often the same as the SN, being the number of interacting
atoms/groups. For instance, in LEs Li+ usually has a CN of 4 [147-149], supported both by
DFT calculations and experimentally, while Na+ seems to have a slightly larger CN of ca. 6 in
the same LE solvents (c.f. Table 8). Such low-level details influence the conduction of the
charge carriers through the electrolyte and thus the general performance of the SIB cells.
Historically, in the 1980’s, propylene carbonate (PC) was the most popular organic solvent
for both LIB and SIB LEs, mainly due to its high dielectric constant (Table 8) and large
thermal stability. However, to use PC with graphite for LIBs was shown to be problematic as
PC co-intercalates in between the graphene sheets causing an irreversible exfoliation
damaging the electrode structure [150]. Therefore, PC was replaced by ethylene carbonate
(EC), which in contrast assists in the formation of a protective passive layer on the top of the
graphite electrode avoiding any undesired structural modification —the solid electrolyte
interphase (SEI) (section 2.4). However, EC cannot be used as a single electrolyte solvent
due to its high melting point (ca. 36°C), and therefore usually mixed with linear or cyclic cosolvents (Table 8) with lower melting points. For SIBs, where HC replaces graphite as the
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anode (section 2.2.1) PC can be used without damaging the electrode. Therefore, it is not
surprising that PC still is present in ca. 60% of the electrolytes reported in research related
to SIBs [22].
Table 8. Linear and cyclic solvents used in battery electrolytes.

Melting
Point (°C)

ε (25°C)

Dimethyl carbonate
DMC

5

3.1

Diethyl carbonate
DEC

-74

2.8

Ethyl methyl carbonate
EMC

-53

3.0

Dimethoxyethane (G1)
DME

-58

7.2

Ethylene carbonate
EC

36

89.8

Propylene carbonate
PC

-49

64.9

Solvents

Linear

Cyclic

SIB LEs use the sodium salts NaClO4, NaTFSI, or NaPF6 dissolved in the solvents of Table 8 or
others, for instance triglyme (G3) [72, 110, 151, 152]. Some compositions of these solvents,
often binary or ternary, exhibit excellent properties and more details on their thermal
stabilities, conductivities, viscosities and electrochemical stability windows can be found in
the study by Ponrouch [153] (Table 9). For instance, Komaba et al. studied electrolyte
formulations using 1 M of NaClO4 in EC:DEC or EC:PC and proved these combinations to
outperform EC:DMC and EC:EMC based LEs in terms of conductivity [43]. A similar study
from Vidal-Abarca et al. [154] showed the EC:DEC combination to improve the battery cell
capacity and cyclability compared to sole PC as solvent. PC alone is thus in general not
recommended as the general performance such as the maximum capacity and capacity
retention decreases, while a mixture of EC and PC or/and another solvent can set a stable
environment for the battery cell. At last, a new electrolyte was recently proposed by Hu et
al. [155]; 1 M of sodium bis(fluorosulfonyl)imide (NaFSI) in pure PC offering high storage
performance for a HC|NVP cell.
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Table 9. Conductivity (σ), viscosity (η), ESW, and thermal stability of common SIB electrolytes.

Thermal
stability
[°C]

Electrolytes
1 M Na-salt

σ
[mS.cm-1]

η
[cP]

ESW
[V vs. Na+/Na°]

NaTFSI – PC

6.2

7.4

0.1 – 3.4

NaClO4 – PC

6.5

7.7

0.1 – 5.0

NaPF6 – PC

8.0

7.7

0.1 – 5.0

NaClO4 – G3

3.6

10.1

0.1 – 4.8

NaClO4 – EC:DEC
NaClO4 – EC:G3
NaClO4 – EC:PC

6.4
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2.3.2 Ionic Liquids

Figure 8. An ion pair of the IL BMImBF4

Ionic liquids are defined as “salts with a melting point below 100°C”. ILs used as electrolytes
are usually based on quaternary ammonium cations, and characterized by negligible vapour
pressure and not flammable [156]. They exhibit high conductivities, wide liquid temperature
ranges, large electrochemical windows, as well as many properties for safer application
useful for any batteries [157, 158]. Room temperature ionic liquids (RTIL), having melting
points below RT (Fig.8), have been extensively studied the last decade for ambient battery
applications [158-162]. Still though, the room temperature performance of IL based
electrolytes is less than encouraging and much reduced as compared to organic electrolytes
even if the ionic conductivities reported seem appealing. Indeed, all ions present in the
electrolytes are participating to the conduction, but it is the cation transport (i.e. Na+/Li+)
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that is necessary for the cell cycling. At last, by the synthesis of sodium 2,5,8,11tetraoxatridecan-13-oate (NaTOTO), an IL with a Na cation has been made [163, 164]
Caution has to be taken, however, on the “environmentally friendly” qualification which is
overly used in the battery field to justify the presence of ILs in electrolytes. Indeed, to be
qualified as environmental friendly, a chemical compound has to satisfy several criteria such
as the energy to manufacture, the cumulative energy demand, the impact on health and
environment among others. Unfortunately, ILs are often not greener than the solvents they
are supposed to replace. For instance, BMImBF4 needs more than 30 steps to be synthesised
and waste such as hydrogen fluoride (HF) is created [165]. Another study using several
criteria stated that ILs were the least environmental friendly solvents among 7 different
solvents [166]. Therefore, ILs should be considered for their safety and electrochemical
properties more than their environmental properties.

2.3.2.1 Ionic Liquid Based Electrolytes
For SIBs the use of ILs with a fraction of sodium salt as the electrolyte is at a very early stage
of research, but certainly worth studying. Our review (IV) on SIB electrolytes can be
consulted for more details [22]. Pyrrolidinium (Pyr) and imidazolium (Im) based RTILs stand
out amongst the most used ILs as matrices for SIB electrolytes; starting with Pyr based ILs,
Ding et al. [167] reported NaFSI in Pyr13FSI (2:8) to have conductivities of 3.2 and 15.6
mScm-1 at 298 and 353 K, respectively, and an anodic ESW limit of 5.2 V vs. Na+/Na°. The
same group carried electrochemical tests [168] as capacity and rate capability of a Na/NaFSI
in Pyr13FSI/NaCrO2 cell using an optimized salt/IL ratio of the electrolyte as cited above.
Additionally, they characterized several Pyr type ILs for SIBs using the FSI and TFSI anions
[169-171] and concluded that the FSI based had a higher oxidation potential limit. The
electrochemical study of NaFSI in Pyr13FSI cycled at 90°C with HC by Nohira et al., revealed a
reversible capacity of ca. 274 mAhg−1, while maintaining 95.5% of the first discharge
capacity after 50 cycles, with an impressive 99.9% coulombic efficiency [172, 173].
NaTFSI in Pyr14TFSI has been studied by Noor et al. [174] reporting ionic conductivities of 1-2
mScm-1 at RT, and an onset of the Na plating on a Cu electrode at -0.2 V vs. Na+/Na° which
can be explained by the high viscosity of the electrolyte (ca. 100cP) usually impacting the
mass transport properties in IL based electrolytes. 23Na NMR spectroscopy was used by the
same group to characterize basic properties and specifically the ion transport of NaTFSI in
Pyr13FSI [175], and a cell with this electrolyte cycled vs. Na metal at temperatures up to
100°C with stable plating/stripping CVs on a Ni electrode. A different group also studied
NaTFSI in Pyr14TFSI [176] and reported a conductivity of 1 mScm-1 in accordance with the
previous results. This was complemented with a DSC analysis showing that the electrolyte
remained liquid until -30°C. Moreover, in the introduction of a new IL, Pyr24TFSI, was
advertised for the near future.
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Very recently, cyclability tests of 0.45 M NaTFSI in Pyr14FSI [111], being composed of both
TFSI and FSI anions, vs. a Na0.45Ni0.22Co0.11Mn0.66O2 electrode in half cells against Na metal
was shown to outperform a 0.5 M NaPF6 in PC. This result was ascribed to the FSI anion
assisting in the formation of a more stable SEI, (section 2.4.1) together with a higher stability
at high potentials. Furthermore, effects of salt concentration (0.1 – 1 M) and rate variation
(0.05 – 5 C) have been studied by Wongittharom et al. [177] using NaTFSI in Pyr14TFSI, and
revealed a promising capacity retention of 87% after 100 cycles, with the LE 1 M NaClO4 in
EC:DEC having 62% under the same conditions. Reducing the salt concentration to 0.5 M
provided the same capacity retention at 50°C, which tentatively means that the charge
carrier nature/balance is modified, as explained in III and V.
The other major class of ILs (Im based) was extensively studied in this thesis; basic physicochemical properties comparing EMImTFSI and BMImTFSI ILs doped with NaTFSI and LiTFSI
were investigated together with electrochemical properties useful for SIB application. A
more detailed summary can be found in Chapter 4 as well as in III and V. In addition, a
recent communication from Nohira’s group [178] used NaFSI in EMImFSI to evaluate
electrochemical and physical properties in a Na half-cell, and confirmed systems containing
FSI anions to present wider ESWs in comparison to TFSI based, as previously shown for Pyr
IL based electrolytes [169-171].

2.3.3 Hybrid Electrolytes
Organic solvents are highly flammable, presenting as safety risk, and ILs are usually highly
viscous, with negative impact on the ionic conductivity (Eq. 4, section 2.3) [179]. Hybrid
electrolytes with ILs as additives or co-solvents together with organic solvents appear to
enable both safer electrolytes and high conductivities. While studies of hybrid electrolytes
are at an early stage and mainly concern LIBs, the results are promising as performance and
safety are truly improved [179-187]. Guerfi et al. [179] have shown that adding 40 % of
EMImTFSI to a LE of 1 M LiPF6 EC:DEC negatively impacts on the cycling performance for
rates not exceeding 2C, but no significant conclusion was made on any safety
improvements. Balducci’s group [181, 185] carried out several experiments using Pyr14TFSI
as the IL together with LiTFSI in PC and showed these hybrid electrolytes to provide
comparable performance to traditional LEs together with a better thermal stability. For SIBs,
no studies have yet been made apart from V, where only 2 % of Pyr13TFSI or BMImTFSI
added was shown to increase the safety significantly.
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2.4 Electrolyte/Electrode Interfaces
The performance of a battery can be improved by developing new electrode materials and
hundreds of such articles are published every year [9, 66, 92, 93, 188-191]. However, the
exclusive optimisation of electrodes is not enough to build a successful cell with improved
performance. While the high capacities associated to LIBs or SIBs strongly depend on the
architecture and electronic behaviour of the electrodes, the side reactions taking place at
the electrode/electrolyte interfaces can be the cause of low capacities and low coulombic
efficiencies. Usually, the theoretical limits of the ESW are defined by the lowest unoccupied
molecular orbital (LUMO) and the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of the
electrolyte. However, passivation layers formed on the surfaces of the electrodes can
kinetically extend these thermodynamic limits and increase the operative ESW (Fig. 9) The
next two sections will highlight the importance of the electrolyte/electrode interfaces.

2.4.1 The Solid Electrolyte Interphase (SEI) and the Solid Permeable
Interface (SPI)
The SEI is a thin protective passivation layer [192] exclusively formed at the
anode/electrolyte interface by electrolyte decomposition in contact with the reducing
anode surface. The SEI is usually formed during the first charge/discharge cycle and
stabilized during the following 10-20 cycles. An efficient SEI should be permeable for the
charge carrying ions (Li+, Na+) while preventing any further electrolyte reduction by being
electronically insulating.
The understanding of the SEI is complex and laborious even though many studies have been
done for LIBs [192, 193]. Still there is no absolute parameter in order to normalize or
generalize the composition of the SEI; its properties, quality, and efficiency are dictated by a
combination of factors, as described in the review by Verma et al. dealing with SEIs of LIBs
[193]. In this review, major components of the SEI regularly observed are listed and seem to
be inorganic in the major part. Therefore, the reduction of the salt may form SEI
components such as (CH2OCO2Li)2 [194, 195], ROCO2Li [194, 195], Li2CO3 [194, 196], Li2O
[195], polycarbonates [197], LiOH [198], etc.
Recently, some studies of SIB SEIs have been also reported [21, 43, 72, 153, 199-201], but
yet it is too early to really identify clear useful trends on how to form a stable SEI. However,
some striking differences as compared to LIBs have been identified using several techniques.
XPS combined with TOF-SIMS on a fully sodiated or lithiated HC electrode using 1 M NaClO4
in PC revealed similar SEI compounds for LIB and SIB cells, with differences in the proportion
of inorganic compounds, significantly larger for the latter [154]. Using the same technique
the addition of EC in the electrolyte increased the quantity of C-O environment of carbon in
the SEI due to the ring opening of EC with formation of PEO oligomeric/polymeric species
[202], while presence of DMC did not modify the SEI composition. SEIs of non-carbonaceous
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negative electrodes have been found to have similar compositions as for carbonaceous
negative electrodes [203]. Komaba et al. [43] has shown using SEM that the SEIs formed on
HC using 1M NaClO4 as the electrolyte had larger unevenly distributed particles on the
surface than the SEI formed using 1 M LiClO4 and an XPS analysis revealed the surface layer
to be thinner while mass spectroscopy showed the chemical composition to differ. Another
XPS analysis from Philippe et al. for SEIs formed on Fe2O3 using NaClO4 or LiClO4 in EC:DEC
showed the former SEI to be more homogenously distributed, while both were similar in
thickness and composition.

Figure 9. Schematic representation showing the difference between the intrinsic electrolyte ESW and
the extended ESW due to the electrode/electrolyte interfaces.

Electrode passivation does not exclusively occur on the anode side; the positive electrode
may also need a protective mechanism in order to stabilize the whole cell when operating at
high potentials – an SPI. Comparatively less attention has been paid to the SPI in comparison
to the SEI despite its similar vital role [204-210]. LIBs and by association SIBs are using
cathodes with high insertion potentials often exceeding the oxidation potential of the
electrolyte. Thus it is crucial to understand and develop methods to stabilize SPIs (Fig.9).
In order to minimise the electrolyte decomposition and improve the capacity retention,
different techniques to improve the SPI have been reported, primarily for LIBs. Coating the
cathode grains by encapsulating them with inorganic or organic phases was proven
successful for LiMn2O4, this minimizes the surface area of active material in direct contact
with the electrolyte [211-213]. For LiCoO2 a coating layer of ZrO2 was applied to improve the
rate performance [214].
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2.5 Safety Concerns
In order to commercialize a battery, a manufacturer has to deal with many different safety
concerns; if the specifications in terms of toxicity, flammability, and chemical stability are
not fulfilled the product cannot be commercialized. Most of us enjoy technologies such as
smartphones, tablets and electric cars in spite of the potentially hazardous chemicals
contained inside the batteries. Indeed, the attractive high density energy of LIBs and SIBs
may backfire in case of a leakage, electronical, or other kinds of failure.
Starting with overcharging events i.e. when cells are inadvertently charged to a higher than
specified voltage, batteries with intercalation materials at the cathode side may be
“delithiated” by the absorption and storage of the overcharged energy. The positive
electrode active material may become unstable, decompose, and a large quantity of heat
released. This may cause the ignition of any flammable solvent present such as the organic
solvents of the electrolyte, followed by other materials. This issue is usually well managed in
commercial LIBs as the charging is well controlled; if a cell is overcharged, it is disconnected
automatically from the rest of the battery to avoid any further complications.
Over-heating is, however, a serious issue for all batteries. Three major scenarios can cause
this phenomenon; the cell can be exposed to high external temperatures, the cell can create
abnormal resistive heating (I2R) during cycling, and short circuit may occur. As soon as the
temperature exceeds 100°C the SEI (section 2.4.1) is dissolved and the electrolyte is
consumed on the anode side of the cell causing a thermal runaway. In the best case, the
reaction will be contained within the cell packaging, while in worst case a cell fire or
explosion occurs. The main problem in a large battery pack such as for EVs is the proximity
of the cells; if one cell goes into a thermal runaway, the event can propagate to the next
closest cells resulting in an even more severe failure and event.
Mechanical abuse is in general caused by crushing or penetration. This may happen during
transportation, road accidents, or during the installation of a stationary battery due to
mishandling. Mechanical abuse usually causes short circuits, thus leading to over-heating.
To estimate the safety of the SIB, our measurements were focused on the electrolyte
flammability. Avoiding, delaying, or shortening electrolyte ignition would greatly reduce the
probability of flame propagation to the whole battery pack. The flash point (FP) gives an
indication on the temperature necessary to ignite the electrolyte vapours. The higher the
FP, the safer is the electrolyte. Delaying the ignition can be important as a safety margin
after e.g. an accident – thus the ignition time (IT) is valuable to know. At last, the selfextinguishing time (SET) defines the time needed for a created flame to die out, a reduced
SET means a safer electrolyte.
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3 Experimental Methods
The methods presented here have all been extensively used to characterise the materials
and their resulting properties important for battery application. Dielectric spectroscopy,
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), and Raman spectroscopy have been performed at
Chalmers in order to gain a better understanding of the ionic conductivities, the thermal
windows, and the molecular interactions occurring in the electrolytes. The three other
techniques presented; microwave (MW) synthesis, cyclic voltammetry (CV), and
galvanostatic cycling with potential limitation (GCPL), have been carried out at ICMAB-CSIC
to learn more about the electrochemical properties: the electrochemical stability windows
(ESWs), the specific capacities, and the battery cycling stability. In addition, safety
measurements were carried out at Chalmers to determine the FPs, SETs and ITs of the
electrolytes.

3.1 Dielectric Spectroscopy
The purpose of dielectric spectroscopy is to measure the complex dielectric function,
presented in Eq. 7, in the broadband frequency range 10-6 - 1012 Hz [215-217], using a
capacitor cell with a complex capacity C* made of two brass electrodes separated by a
Teflon spacer (Fig. 10).
𝜀 ∗ (𝜔) = 𝜀 ′ (𝜔) − 𝑖𝜀 ′′ (𝜔) =

𝐶 ∗ (𝜔)
𝐶0

(8)

ε’(ω) and ε’’(ω) are the real and imaginary parts of the complex dielectric function, ω is the
angular frequency, Co is the vacuum capacitance, while T corresponds to the time for one
period:
𝜔 = 2𝜈 = 2𝑇 −1

(9)

When a sinusoidal electric field E1*(ω) is applied to the cell, the resulting electric field of the
sample Es*(ω) is collected, but with a different direction. The current Is*(ω)=I0.exp(iωt+ϕ) (ϕ
being the phase) measured gives information on the polarization effects, while the phase
difference between E1*(ω) and Is*(ω) is explained by the time necessary to orient dipoles in
the studied sample. Therefore, knowing both resulting sample current and potential, it is
possible to define the complex impedance as:
𝑍𝑠 ∗ (𝜔) =

𝑈𝑠 ∗ (𝜔)
𝐼𝑠 ∗ (𝜔)

(10)

Knowing that C*(ω) can be expressed as:
1

𝐶 ∗ (𝜔) = 𝑖𝜔𝑍 ∗(𝜔)
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(11)

a new expression of ε*(ω) can be derived, proportional to Zs*(ω) by combining (8), (10), and
(11):
1

𝜀 ∗ (𝜔) = 𝑖𝜔𝑍 ∗(𝜔)𝐶

0

(12)

It is also possible to derive the ionic conductivity from ε*(ω) using the current density Js*(ω)
and the electric field Es*(ω) knowing that Co can be expressed as:
𝐴

𝐶0 = 𝜀0 𝐿

(13)

with A the electrode surface area and L the distance between the electrodes. Thus, the
impedance can be written as:
𝑍𝑠 ∗ (𝜔) =

𝐸𝑠 ∗ (𝜔) 𝜀0
𝐽𝑠 ∗ (𝜔) 𝐶0

(14)

Combining (10) and (12) gives:
𝐽 ∗ (𝜔)

𝜀 ∗ (𝜔) = 𝑖𝜔𝜀𝑠 𝐸 ∗(𝜔)
0 𝑠

(15)

At last, the ionic conductivity of the sample can be derived from (15) as:
𝐽𝑠 ∗ (𝜔)
𝐸𝑠

∗ (𝜔)

𝐼 ∗ (𝜔) 𝐴

= 𝑈𝑠 ∗(𝜔) 𝐿 = 𝜎 ∗ (𝜔) = 𝑖𝜔𝜀0 𝜀 ∗ (𝜔)
𝑠

(16)

The studies of the ionic conductivities were made over a wide temperature range;
increasing the temperature amplifies the random thermal motion of the molecules.
Additionally, the dipole alignment with the electric field will deviate more resulting in less
orientation polarisation of the material. Therefore, a modification of the conductivity will be
observed due to its proportionality to the dielectric function. An equilibration time is
necessary to obtain consistent results; if the temperature is not stabilized and the
equilibration time is too short, the dipoles will not reach their final orientation.
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3.1.1 Data Interpretation
Once 𝑍𝑠∗ (𝑡) and 𝜀 ∗ (𝜔) have been obtained, it is possible to differentiate between three
different processes:




Microscopic fluctuations of molecular dipoles [218]
The propagation of mobile charge carriers; diffusion of electrons, holes, or ions
[219].
The separation of charges at interfaces; polarisation [219].

Figure 10. Dielectric spectroscopy cell used for all measurements in II and III.

Figure 11. Variation of the real part ε*(ω) (solid line) ε’(ω) and the imaginary part ε’’(ω) (dashed
line) of the complex dielectric function.
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Pure conduction phenomena e.g. the ionic conductivity of the electrolyte defined above,
can be obtained by monitoring the frequency dependence of the real part of ε*(ω), i.e. ε’
(Fig. 11). Practically, the ionic conductivity or DC conductivity is defined as the constant
plateau value of ε’(ω) while the polarization contribution can be found at low frequency.
The temperature dependence of the ionic conductivity from 273 to 333 K as function of the
frequency is shown in Fig. 12. The plateaux observed in each measurement is clearly
modified with the temperature supporting the temperature dependence of the dielectric
properties.

Figure 12. Conductivity vs. frequency for different temperature of NaTFSI in BMImTFSI.

After collecting the conductivity for each temperature (Fig. 11), the conductivity can be
presented as functions of the inverse of the temperature. This representation is commonly
used in the battery field as the trend usually follows a well-defined path. For instance, for a
LE the trend follows a VTF behaviour (section 2.3), while polymers can follow either an
Arrhenius (Eq. 16) or a VTF trend depending on the conduction mechanism [128, 129]. In
this thesis, studies were carried on LEs having VTF behaviour (Fig. 13).
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Figure 13. Ionic conductivity results for NaxEMIm(1-x)TFSI and NaxBMIm(1-x)TFSI for different molar
fractions (x = 0, 0.1, 0.2, and saturated).

3.2 Raman Spectroscopy
Even if inelastic scattering of light was predicted by Adolf Smekal already in 1923 [220], it
was not observed in practice before 1928 by C. V. Raman [221]. The therefore named
Raman spectroscopy relies on inelastic scattering of light in the visible, near infrared, or near
ultraviolet wavelengths and how photons, today often from a laser, interact with the
vibrational states of the material – often molecules.

3.2.1 Theory of Raman Scattering
Two types of theories can be used to explain the Raman scattering: the classical and the
quantum. The classical considers light as an electromagnetic radiation containing an
oscillating electric field that interact with a material (e.g. molecules) due to its polarizability,
while the quantum considers light as photons which hits molecular bonds creating inelastic
scattering.
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3.2.1.1 Classical Wave Interpretation
Vibrational spectroscopy is a mutual term to describe Raman and infrared spectroscopy (IR).
Both techniques are non-destructive, they provide information on the molecular
composition, structure and interactions of the studied sample. Each chemical bond can be
characterized by the measures of vibrational energy levels that can be transcribed into a
unique spectrum equal to a fingerprint. Therefore, vibrational spectroscopy is extremely
useful to identify, characterise, and monitor reactions for a sample of any shape as long as it
is active in Raman or IR.
The simplest model for vibrations, for a diatomic molecule, is two masses m1 and m2
connected by a weightless spring with a stiffness constant k (Fig. 14).

Figure 14. Schematic of two masses m1 and m2 connected by a weightless spring with a stiffness
force k.

If a force F is applied to move the masses a distance x from their position of equilibrium this
is proportional to the constant k, Hooke’s law:
𝐹 = −𝑘𝑥

(17)

The negative sign is added as the force F always is in the opposite direction of the
elongation. When combined with Newton’s law, we obtain:
𝑑2 𝑥

𝑚 𝑑𝑡 2 = −𝑘𝑥

(18)

Furthermore, the resolution of the second order differential equation can be written:
𝑥 = 𝑥0 cos(2𝜈𝑡 + 𝜑)
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(19)

with x0 being the amplitude, ν the frequency of the movement, and φ the phase constant.
Eq. 19 describes a sinusoidal movement relating a displacement x to a vibrational frequency.
Considering that the second derivative of x is:
𝑑2 𝑥
𝑑𝑡 2

= −42 𝜈 2 𝑥0 cos(2𝜈𝑡 + 𝜑) = −42 𝜈 2 𝑥

(20)

A combination with Eq.20 yields:
1

𝑘

42 𝜈 2 𝑚 = 𝑘 or 𝜈 = 2 √𝑚

(21)

This frequency of vibration, however, involves only one mass attached to a very large mass
connected by a spring. For our diatomic model, the reduced mass has to be introduced with
the masses m1 and m2 instead of m:
1
𝑚

1

1

=𝑚 +𝑚
1

(22)

2

Thus, the vibrational frequency of a diatomic molecule is:
1

1

1

𝜈 = 2 √𝑘(𝑚 + 𝑚 )
1

2

(23)

To summarize, this model is describing systems such as molecules vibrating in sinusoidal
pattern with a frequency proportional to the bond strength and inversely proportional to
the reduced mass.

3.2.1.2 Quantum Particle Theory
When a light quantum hν0 hits a molecule, there is a high probability that an elastic
scattering process occurs by emitting back the exact same amount of energy, i.e. hν0;
Rayleigh scattering. On the other hand, if the exchange process of vibrational energy is
inelastic, a different quanta of energy is emitted as hν0 ± hνs; Raman scattering. Therefore,
the origin of the modified frequencies in Raman is explained by the interaction between a
system and a radiation of wavenumber ν0 making an upward transition from a lower energy
level E0 to an upper energy level E1 or the opposite (i.e. from E1 to E0). Each transition passes
through an intermediate level; the excited state or the virtual state. If the molecules leaves
a quantum of lower energy (hν0 - hνs) the process is called Stokes scattering (with reference
to Stoke’s work on fluorescence [222]), and for a quantum of higher energy (hν0+ hνs) the
process is called anti-Stokes scattering (Fig. 15).
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Figure 15. Description of the Stokes and anti-Stokes processes, where E0 and Ei are vibrational modes
while hv0 and hvs are photon energies.

It is possible to corroborate the quantum Raman effect to classical physics as follows: an
incident monochromatic light involves an electric field strength E fluctuating with time t:
𝐸 = 𝐸0 cos(2𝜈0 𝑡)

(24)

where 𝐸0 is the amplitude and 𝜈0 is the laser frequency which can be used to irradiate a
molecule and induce an electric dipole moment P:
𝑃 = 𝛼𝐸 = 𝛼𝐸0 cos(2𝜈0 𝑡)

(25)

with α being the polarizability. The nuclear displacement q when the molecule vibrates with
a frequency 𝜈𝑠 can be expressed as:
𝑞 = 𝑞0 cos(2𝜈𝑠 𝑡)

(26)

where 𝑞0 is the vibrational amplitude. If the amplitude of vibration is minute, 𝛼 is a linear
function of q, and can expanded in a Taylor series:
𝑑𝛼

𝛼 = 𝛼0 + (𝑑𝑞 )0 𝑞0 + ⋯

(27)

Combining (25), (26) and (27) with the use of trigonometry identity the electric dipole
moment can be written as:
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1 𝑑𝛼

𝑃 = 𝛼0 𝐸0 cos(2𝜈0 𝑡) + 2 (𝑑𝑞 )0 𝑞0 𝐸0 [cos(2(𝜈0 + 𝜈𝑠 )𝑡) + cos(2(𝜈0 − 𝜈𝑠 )𝑡)]

(28)

The first term corresponds to the oscillating dipole of frequency 𝜈0 (Rayleigh scattering),
while the second term holds both the Raman scattering of frequency 𝜈0 + 𝜈𝑠 (anti-Stokes)
𝑑𝛼

and 𝜈0 − 𝜈𝑠 (Stokes). Thus it also follows that if (𝑑𝑞 )0 is zero, the vibration is not Raman
active, which is therefore the selection rule for Raman spectroscopy. At last, small
perturbations of the vibrations can be seen as shifts in frequency, why also local
environment changes and weaker interactions than covalent bonds can be probed by
Raman spectroscopy.
For IR a vibrational mode is allowed if a change in the dipole moment is possible, this does
not necessarily imply the presence of a permanent dipole as the rule is valid for a dipole
moment modification. IR and Raman are thereby complementary techniques. For instance,
if a molecule has a centre of symmetry, modes which are Raman active would be IR inactive
and vice-versa (e.g. CO2). Moreover, some molecules may be both IR and Raman active. That
said, a mode being active in IR or Raman does not necessarily means that it can be analysed
as some signals may be intrinsically too weak to be observed even if allowed.

3.2.2 Molecular Vibrations
The total energy in any molecule includes translational, rotational, and vibrational energies.
Starting with the translational energy, a molecule can freely move toward an orthonormal
space where three vectors are 90° to each other leading to three degrees of freedom. This is
equally true for rotational energies which can also be described in three degrees of
freedom, with the exception of linear molecules only having two degrees of rotation as the
linear rotation around its molecular axis cannot be observed. Any other degree of freedom
is related to vibrational energies, which then can be calculated to be totally 3N-6 for any
nonlinear molecule containing N atoms and 3N-5 for linear molecules.
Each corresponding vibration is called normal mode or vibrational mode verifying several
assumptions: the vibration of atoms in the molecules have the same frequency while their
simultaneous displacement does not affect the mass centre, the amplitude of different
particles can be different, the vibrational modes do not interfere with each other, and the
number of modes is limited to 3N-6 or 3N-5. Every mode has its own pattern as presented in
Table 10 and the identification of vibrational modes allows the characterisation of bonds
within a molecule. If a vibrational mode is somehow modified by the environment, this will
be observable as a shift in frequency in the spectrum.
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Table 10. Molecular vibration modes with their characteristics. The + and - signs correspond to
movements vs. the plane.
Modes

Stretching

Bending

Description

Change in the length of a bond

Change in the angle between the bonds

Types

asymmetric

symmetric

Rocking

Scissoring

Wagging

Twisting

𝜈𝑎

𝜈𝑠

𝜌

𝛿

𝜔

𝜏

Representation

Nomenclature

3.2.3 Raman Data Interpretation
A typical Raman spectrum from an hybrid electrolyte of 0.8 m NaTFSI in EC:PC:IL is the result
of interactions between the sodium cations, TFSI anions, and solvent molecules, and
expressed with the x-axis in wavenumbers and the y-axis in Raman intensity (Fig. 16). As
each vibrational mode depends on the atomic masses and the strength of the chemical
bond between them they can be used as fingerprints of the molecular structure. Overall,
contributions of light atoms in bonds such as C-H, C-O or N-H will appear in the high
wavenumber region, and as an example N-H stretching vibrations will always have higher
frequencies than the C-H stretching vibrations. Similarly, all functional
groups/bonds/vibrations can be localised and analysed based on their vibrational frequency
in the Raman spectra. Some characteristic wavenumbers of common functional groups are
presented in Table 11.
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Figure 16. Raman spectra of (a) ECx:PCx:BMImTFSI(1-2x) and (b) ECx:PCx:Pyr13TFSI(1-2x), between 6751075 cm-1.
Table 11. Functional groups/vibration modes and their approximate positions in a Raman spectrum.

Functional Group/Vibration Mode
ν(C-H)
ν(=(C-H))
ν(C=C)
ν(N-H)
ν(C=O)
ν(S-S)
ν(C-Br)

Wavenumber (cm-1)
2800 – 3000
3000 – 3100
1500 – 1900
3300 – 3500
1680 – 1820
430 – 550
500 – 700

All Raman spectra from condensed matter consist of peaks with band widths due to the
temperature and thereby resulting slightly different interactions within the sample (in
contrast to gases with almost no such interactions). Interpretation complications appear
when two or more peaks overlap (Fig. 17). Then deconvolution and fitting techniques have
to be used to reveal the contributions from each of the peaks. In our work, the
mathematical Voigt function (Eq. 29) [223], which is a convolution of a Lorentzian and a
Gaussian profile, has been applied to analyse Raman spectra and extract areas, peak
heights, as well as the full width at half maximum (FWHM). The rationale for the choice of a
Voigt profile is that the use of a Gaussian or Lorentzian function alone may not
appropriately match the bands. In a system composed of molecules, the vibrational
frequencies are influenced by the environment. The position, behaviour, and interactions
between each molecules result in different broadening and/or line-shape profiles. Two main
parameters can be used; the coherence lifetime, τc, corresponding to the time interval
within which the phase from a vibrating molecule is predictable, and the amplitude
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correlation time, τa, which is the interval of time necessary for a molecule to fully relax
[224].
If the relaxation time is much shorter than the time interval necessary to predict the phase
of a vibrating molecule (i.e. τc >> τa), the line-shape will be a Gaussian profile. This is usually
the case for molecules in a solid where the environment is not in motion while the
molecules are separated by well-defined distances. If the relaxation time is much shorter
than the time interval necessary to predict the phase (i.e. τc << τa), the line-shape will be a
Lorentzian profile. It usually occurs within gases where the molecules are quickly moving,
colliding, and rotating. At last, liquids are in between these two cases. Indeed, molecules in
liquids are not located at fixed positions, while their motions are hindered by their
interactions. In this case, τa and τc are relatively similar, resulting into a broadening having
both Gaussian and Lorentzian line-shape contributions, hence justifying the use of Voigt
profiles for the Raman spectra analysis.
Line broadening can be also influenced by instrumental or atmospheric effects. The use of a
monochromator with rectangular slits results in a Gaussian profile [225]. In general, this
effect does not have a large influence on the line broadening for a liquid as the convolution
of two Gaussians is a Gaussian. Doppler broadening may also influence the line shape with
an additional Gaussian contribution [226].
𝑉(𝑥) =

𝜔
( 𝐿)
𝜔𝐺
3/2

′

2

∞ 𝑒 −(𝑥 /𝜔𝐺 )
∫−∞ (𝑥−𝑥 ′ )2 +𝜔2 𝑑𝑥 ′
𝐿

(29)

𝜔𝐿 and 𝜔𝐺 are two normalized expressions of the Lorentzian and the Gaussian profiles
where:
𝜔𝐿
𝜔𝐺

≡ √ln 2

𝛤𝐿
𝛤𝐺

(30)

with 𝛤𝐿 and 𝛤𝐺 being the FWHM of the Lorentzian and the Gaussian profiles, respectively.
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Figure 17. Deconvolution and fitting of peaks of TFSI, EC, and PC between 680-770 cm-1 using Voigt
profiles. The red line is the experimental Raman data and the green lines are the resulting individual
peaks from the fitting procedure.

3.3 Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)
Calorimetry is the science of analysing the evolution of chemical reactions, physical changes,
or phase transitions through the measurement of heat exchange. The generation or
consumption of heat is analysed in order to understand physical processes. Here we apply
calorimetry to obtain several measures of importance for a fundamental understanding of
our materials; glass transitions, melting, and crystallization temperatures.

3.3.1 Theoretical Foundation
Calorimetry analysis using DSC is a thermo-analytical analysis that associate the
temperature and heat flows to material phase transitions as function of time and
temperature. The set-up of a DSC chamber is represented in Fig. 18. During an experiment,
energy is transmitted simultaneously into the sample cell containing the sample and a
reference cell, which in our case is an empty sealed aluminium pan. The difference of energy
between the sample and the reference to match temperatures represent the amount of
excess heat absorbed or released by the sample. An alternative view is that a DSC
measurement monitors how the heat capacity (Cs) of the sample changes with temperature.
In general, the sample holder temperature increases linearly as a function of time defined
by the heating rate (e.g. 10°C min-1 in III) and monitored by the furnace temperature (TF).
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As soon as the furnace is subject to a defined heating rate, heat flows from the furnace to
the sample (φFS) and reference (φFR). The temperature difference 𝛥𝑇 should equal zero as
the sample and the reference are heated equally. A differential signal is generated when the
state equilibrium is disturbed by a physical transition modifying 𝛥𝑇 and therefore the heat
flow(𝑑𝑄𝑠 /𝑑𝑡):
𝑑𝑄𝑠
𝑑𝑡

=

(𝑇𝑠 −𝑇𝑅 )

(31)

𝜆

with 𝑇𝑅 and 𝑇𝑠 the temperatures of the furnace and the sample, respectively, and λ the total
thermal resistance.
The heat flow to the sample can also be written as:
𝑑𝑄𝑠
𝑑𝑡

𝑑𝑇

𝑑𝐻

= 𝐶𝑠 ( 𝑑𝑡𝑠 ) − ( 𝑑𝑡𝑠 )

(32)

where 𝐶𝑠 is the heat capacity of the sample together with the pan and 𝐻𝑠 is the sample
enthalpy.

Figure 18. Illustration of a DSC chamber with TS, TR, and TF the temperatures of the sample,
reference, and furnace, respectively. φFS and φFR are the heat flow rates from the furnace to the
sample, and from the furnace to the reference, respectively.
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3.3.2 DSC Data Interpretation
In Fig. 19 a DSC trace of an IL based SIB electrolyte from III is displayed, within which three
main features can be observed; the glass transition temperature, the melting temperature,
and the crystallization temperature. The glass transition can be observed as a slight
modification of the base line, corresponding to the transition between the liquid phase and
the solid-like or glass phase where a change of heat capacity occurs. The more pronounced
peaks are ascribed to crystallisation (exothermic) and melting (endothermic) processes. The
integrated area of the peaks can be used to determine the enthalpy of each process.

Figure 19. DSC traces of NaxEMIm(1-x)TFSI for different molar fractions (x = 0, 0.1, 0.2, and saturated)
between -150 - 150°C. Typical glass transitions, crystallizations and meltings are highlighted.

3.4 Microwave Synthesis
In the field of chemical synthesis time and energy are both valuable and microwave (MW)
based synthesis is extremely beneficial with respect to both. The MW technique is expected
to play a fundamental role in a future environmentally friendly synthesis of nano-structured
materials [227, 228]. Technically, MW electromagnetic radiation is in the spectrum of
wavelengths from 1 mm to 1 m, corresponding to frequencies between 300 MHz and 300
GHz.
MW synthesis is considered as a “soft-chemistry” technique together with techniques such
as sol-gel [229] or emulsion drying [230] as they all use low working temperatures. The
attractiveness for electrode syntheses lies in the capacity to heat a material from the inside,
by converting an electromagnetic energy into heat [231]. Using the penetration potential of
the microwave it is possible to generate heat throughout the whole electrode material
volume preventing any temperature gradient. Thus, the eternal dilemma between
processing times and quality is solved by MW synthesis, as the overall quality for
electrochemical applications is enhanced and the time is reduced from days to minutes.
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Technically, there are several MW heating processes, but the principle always lies in the
ability of an electric field to polarize the charge of the material, where the dipoles cannot
follow the rapid change of the electric field (Fig. 20) [232].

Figure 20. Microwave mechanism from dipole motion.

The restriction of the particle motion by resisting forces, inter-particle interaction, and
electric resistance will lead to the generation of random movements producing heat.
Therefore, MW radiation has proven to be a highly effective heating source. It can
accelerate chemical reaction rates, provide better yields, create more homogeneous
materials, stimulate reactions selective to the heating, and achieve better reproducibility
[233].

3.4.1 Microwave Electrode Materials Synthesis
Even if the group of Whitacre recently published a paper on MW synthesis of SIB electrode
materials [234], most MW synthesis work has focused on LIB electrodes, as presented in the
excellent review by Balaji et al. [235]. However, the active use of MW synthesis might be the
future also for SIB electrode materials in the near future, and further on likely also within
the LIB and SIB industry. While several different approaches of MW synthesis of electrode
materials exist, the first to be reported was calcination for the synthesis of LiCoO 2 in 1997
[236]. The experiment procedure was to mix the precursors, LiCH3COO.2H2O and
Co(CH3COO)2.4H2O, as pellets to be calcinated in a MW oven. The result obtained was
significant, as the loss of lithium during the MW synthesis was only ca. 4%, while a loss of
20 ̶ 30% is normal in conventional synthesis [29]. However, the outstanding feature was the
obtained electrode material’s ability to withstand high current densities (ca. 0.8 mA.cm-2)
without losing more than 5% of the initial capacity. This was ascribed to the formation of
reduced size crystallites, improving considerably the electric conductivity of the composite
electrode [237].
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MW synthesis is possible only if the material can absorb the electromagnetic energy, and if
the material absorbs MWs only sparsely, a preheating of the materials or the utilization of a
MW amplifier vessel can be used. The MW synthesis in I was carried out in a liquid. At the
time, it was one of the first reports dealing with a liquid state MW based synthesis of an
electrochemical active electrode material; TiO2. The precursors, tetra-butyl ortho-titanate
(TBOT) and benzyl alcohol, were initially mixed in a MW active solvent and the final product
was obtained in only 20 minutes using a MW effect of 200 W and an amplifier vessel at
200°C. Furthermore, the electrochemical properties of the obtained electrode material such
as the cyclability and the capacity retention at high current density were promising.

3.5 Cyclic voltammetry (CV)
Cyclic voltammetry (CV) is a dynamic electrochemical method for acquiring qualitative and
quantitative information about the redox processes occurring within an electrochemical cell
by scanning the potential at a given sweep rate (usually measured in mV/s) and recording
the resulting current. The cell consists of 3 electrodes: a working electrode (WE), a reference
electrode (RE) (Na+/Na° in our case), and a counter electrode (CE) (stainless steel (SS) in our
case) (Fig. 21). All the electrodes are in contact with the electrolyte.

Figure 21. Three electrodes Swagelok cell setup.
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The current is measured between the WE and the CE, while no current passes through the
RE which serves to monitor the potential of the WE. During the experiment, a linear
potential ramp is applied to the WE. The potential sweep starts from the initial open circuit
potential V0 to an imposed potential E1. Subsequently the scanning direction is reversed to
reach another potential E2. Often several cycles are performed during a single experiment in
order to observe the stability/evolution of the system. E1 and E2 are chosen to match the
ESW and observe the electrolyte behaviour at the stability limits. In general, a reduction
process takes place at E1 ascribed to a current decrease while an oxidation process at E2
ascribed to a current increase (Fig. 22). If an increase or decrease of current is not observed,
the electrolyte is stable between the potential limits.

Figure 22. CV of EC0.40:PC0.40:EMImTFSI0.20 ((E1=0.005) – (E2=4) V vs. Na+/Na°) at a sweep rate of 1
mV/s using an Al WE; V0=2 V vs. Na+/Na°

3.5.1 Theoretical Foundation
For a better understanding of CV Nernst equation [26] is introduced. It mathematically
describes a model with the electrode potential (E1, E2) and the oxidant/reductant species
concentration (Eq. 27), directly derived from the Gibbs free energy (Eq. 1). As the
connection between the two equations is not trivial, a detailed explanation is written below.
Under standard conditions, the Gibbs free energy is written:
Δ𝐺 0 = −𝑛𝐹𝐸 0

(33)

A reaction would thus be spontaneous if E0 is positive and non-spontaneous is E0 is negative.
From a thermodynamic point of view, ΔG can be expressed as:
Δ𝐺 = Δ𝐺 0 + 𝑅𝑇𝑙𝑛𝑄

(34)

with Q being the concentration quotient of the sample species. Furthermore, combining (1)
and (33), (34) can be turned into:
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−𝑛𝐹𝐸 = −𝑛𝐹𝐸 0 + 𝑅𝑇𝑙𝑛𝑄

(35)

Equation (35) can also be rewritten into the usual Nernst equation representation:
𝑅𝑇

𝑅𝑇

𝐶

𝐸 = 𝐸 0 − 𝑛𝐹 ln 𝑄 = 𝐸 0 − 𝑛𝐹 ln (𝐶𝑅 )
𝑂

(36)

with CO and CR being the concentrations of the oxidized and reduced species, respectively, T
the temperature, n the number of electrons, F Faraday’s constant, R the gas constant, and
EO the standard potential.
As can be seen, Nernst equation provides a relation between a potential and a
concentration. Therefore, in order to relate a potential to a current – which is the usual CV
representation – a relation between the current and the concentration CO and CR is given by:
𝑖=

𝑑𝑄
𝑑𝑡

= −𝑛𝐹

𝑑𝑁
𝑑𝑡

𝜕𝐶

= 𝑛𝐹𝐴𝐷 (𝜕𝑥 )

𝑥=0

(37)

where D is the diffusion coefficient for the species being transported to the electrode
𝜕𝐶

surface, (𝜕𝑥 )

𝑥=0

is the partial derivative of the concentration of the species with respect to

the distance, n the number of transferred electrons, F Faraday’s constant, N the number of
moles of reductant or oxidant species, and Q the current flux.
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3.5.2 CV Data Interpretation
In a cyclic voltammogram the current is typically plotted against the WE potential and each
peak observed is associated to a redox process, where the sign of the current determines if
it corresponds to an oxidation (positive) or a reduction (negative) process. The peak
intensities differ depending of the number of electrons involved, which is related to the
concentration of electrochemically active species at the surface of the electrode (Eq. 37). If
the redox couple is fully reversible, two peaks will be observed symmetrically, starting at the
same onset potential upon oxidation and reduction with equal surface areas i.e. the same
number of electrons is exchanged. This is, however, rarely encountered since either kinetic
or thermodynamic factors can induce an over-potential and hence a certain hysteresis will
be observed. Moreover, some processes may be fully irreversible, such as the SEI-formation
in the case of SIBs, and hence only one peak will be observed. Such reactions can also
modify the nature of the WE surface and hence differences will be observed between the
first and further CV cycles. A cyclic voltammogram of an IL, with the purpose of determining
its ESW, the domain within which the IL is neither oxidized nor reduced, is presented in Fig.
23.

Figure 23. CV of 10 cycles (20 sweeps) for EMImTFSI (0-3 V vs. Na+/Na°) at a sweep rate of 1 mV/s
using a SS WE.
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3.6 Chronopotentiometry
Chronopotentiometry is an electrochemical method consisting of applying a constant
current (i) to the WE and recording its potential as a function of time. This technique is
useful to characterize the electrochemical properties of insertion materials for battery
application [32, 51, 56, 95]. Within the battery research field, the method entails the
successive application of positive and negative currents within threshold potential values;
galvanostatic cycling with potential limitation (GCPL). By GCPL the specific cell capacity
(often in mAhg-1 of active material) and stability upon cycling can be assessed (Fig. 24). The
presence of steps or plateaus in the voltage profile indicate two-phase (heterogeneous)
redox processes, while a gradual decay is related to single phase (homogeneous)
mechanisms.
Typically the GCPL experiments are performed at different currents (corresponding to
different C-rates) to collect information about the kinetics of the redox process(es) (Fig. 25).
Indeed, slower kinetics results in a larger decrease of capacity with increasing applied
current. In addition, differences in the coulombic efficiency (c.f. II, V), by the ratio between
the capacities observed for the oxidation and reduction, can give additional information
about the presence of any irreversible additional redox process(es) such as electrolyte
decomposition or SEI formation.

Figure 24. GCPL data for a half cell of NVP of 0.8m NaTFSI in EC0.45:PC0.45:Pyr13TFSI0.10 electrolyte
cycled at different C-rates.
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Figure 25. GCPL data for the charge and discharge of NVP with 0.8 m NaTFSI in
EC0.45:PC0.45:Pyr13TFSI0.10 as electrolyte at different C-rates. The alternation between fast and slow Crates is used to test the structural and chemical stability/reversibility.

3.7 Safety Assessments
Electrolyte ignition is usually the starting point of a chain reaction consuming or destroying
an entire battery pack. Therefore, avoiding or lowering the ignition potential of materials
such as the organic solvents within the electrolytes is utterly recommended to build safer
battery technologies. The safety assessments in this section are related only to the
electrolyte itself and through a combination of three independent measures; FP, SET, and IT.

3.7.1 Flash Point (FP)
The flash point (FP) is the lowest temperature at which the application of an ignition source
causes the vapours of a material to ignite. Often standardised conditions are applied to
measure it: pressure (often 101.3 kPa), distance sample-ignition source, time, etc. The FP
should not be confused with the fire point or the auto-ignition point; the former is the
temperature at which the vapours continue to burn after being ignited, while the latter is
the temperature at which a sample ignites without the help of an external ignition source.
If a solvent has a FP over 100°C it is for our purposes considered as non-flammable. The
electrolytes in V tend to have high FPs due to the addition of ILs, a characteristic beneficial
for battery application as it minimizes the issues described in section 2.5.
There are at least two different methods to obtain the FP. The more manual method
consists in increasing the temperature and visually detecting the ignition of the sample
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using a glowing wire, a flame, or an electric arc. This approach is usually not very accurate
and poorly reproducible. In our, more automated case, a specific FP tester has been used
where the sample is placed in a heatable cup placed in a closed chamber. The temperature
of the sample is then slowly increased while an electric arc is activated periodically above
the cup surface. Upon ignition the pressure in the chamber increases and this determines
the FP. In general, the so-obtained flame covers at least 75% of the surface at this
temperature in order for the FP to be assigned.

3.7.2 Ignition Time (IT)
Upon contact with an ignition source the sample might not be ignited immediately - several
seconds may be necessary before the flame appears. The IT is relatively easy to collect by
the experimentator; for LP30 and EC:DMC based electrolytes, the sample ignition was
relatively quick (ca. 2-3 seconds) as a continuous flame was obtained nearly immediately
after the utilisation of the flaming butane torch. The result corroborates to the ITs obtained
by Wilken et al. [238]. However, the use of EC:PC and furthermore ILs, greatly modified (i.e.
10-18 seconds) the IT and several seconds were necessary to permanently ignite the
electrolyte. The IT could here not be associated only to the appearance of a flame as it was
not as clear as for the EC:DMC based electrolytes. Therefore, a different protocol was
chosen and the IT was decided to be calibrated as the time necessary to have a sustainable
flame. As a verification an exposure time below the calibrated IT did not generate the
permanent flame necessary for the SET experiments (3.7.3). In general, an increased IT can
be due to the presence of additives e.g. ILs that lower the vapour pressure and hence the
amount of ignitable vapour, which of course improves the safety.

3.7.3 Self-Extinguishing Time (SET)
The SET is based on the ability of a material to cease burning once the ignition source has
been removed; the shorter the SET – the safer the electrolyte. The SET can be significantly
reduced if the ignitable radicals in the emanating vapour are consumed or inhibited by use
of proper electrolyte additives e.g. flame-retardants [239]. In practice, in the case of an
abuse situation of a battery, a fire self-extinguished after only a few seconds has less
likelihood to propagate to the surrounding materials/cells – making a short SET extremely
important. In V a defined amount, less than a gram, of electrolyte, was placed on a watch
glass and ignited with the help of a flaming butane torch. The amount is important as the
mass will affect the SET (thus measured in s.g-1). As soon as the vapour started to burn, the
time was recorded until the flame disappeared – thus a manual method with reproducibility
errors why all samples were measured at least 6 times. Despite the manual SET
determination method, the standard deviation was relatively low.
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4 Results and Discussions
A brief summary of the results contained in the appended papers of this thesis is presented
in this chapter. This section is, however, not following a chronologically or paper based
order; instead a joint scientific reasoning is used intending to help the reader to go further
in understanding the findings, by the topics of the sub-paragraphs composing this chapter.
First, the many physical properties of imidazolium and pyrrolidinium type ILs and their
electrolytes will be discussed including viscosity, ionic conductivity, thermal stability,
density, and safety properties. Concise explanations will be developed including the
influence of the salt concentration, the effect of the specific choice of IL, the temperature
dependence, and a discussion on safety assessments. These results are compared to organic
solvent based electrolytes to examine the viability of ILs as solvents/components of
electrolytes for SIB application.
Second, studies of the Na+ cation solvation with the help of Raman spectroscopy will be
presented. This includes discussions on the molecular arrangements about the Na + and its
solvation shell, as supported by DFT calculations for pure ILs, and extending also to the
complexation in hybrid electrolytes of both organic solvents and ILs.
At last, a short discussion is made on the synthesis of the SIB anode material TiO 2 using
MWs, and the advantages this technique can provide for any type of battery electrode
materials and technology. The electrochemical properties of full and half-cells of SIBs such
as the ESW exemplified by the cycling properties of HC and NVPF electrodes, potentially to
be used in the next generation of SIBs, will also be discussed.

4.1 Physical Properties of IL Based SIB Electrolytes
ILs based electrolytes have received a lot of attention in recent years as described in IV.
However, most of the early focus was placed on the physical properties such as ionic
conductivity, thermal stability, density, viscosity – including ours (II, V). With the help of
these characterization studies the aim was to make it possible to identify IL based
electrolytes as performant as typical organic solvent based electrolytes.
Starting with the Na-salt concentration effects in the ILs EMImTFSI and BMImTFSI, the total
conductivity is in general only slightly affected with the addition of Na-salt. As the ILs are
exclusively composed of ions, the ionic conductivity reported in all our papers is not
representing the migration of Li+/Na+ charge carriers, but overwhelmed by all the IL ions
present (section 2.3.2). As an example from III, a slight difference of 1.7 mS.cm-1 at RT
between the pure BMImTFSI IL and the saturated NaXBMIm1-XTFSI electrolyte was recorded,
as well as an almost linear conductivity decreasing trend (Fig. 26) – a trend observable also
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in the literature [174, 176, 240-243]. In contrast, this behavior is not found for organic
solvent based electrolytes (e.g. EC, PC, DMC, etc…), which usually present local conductivity
maxima at ca. 0.5-0.8 M and 1 M, for appropriate Na and Li-salts dissolved, respectively
[244, 245]. Then, focusing again on the IL properties, the influence of the IL cation alkyl
chain length seems to be moderate as moving from BMIm to EMIm based electrolytes has
only a very slight effect on the total ionic conductivity. That said, all ion conductivities
recorded at RT for IL based electrolytes were above 1 mS.cm-1, which is the usually quoted
target battery applications such as LIBs and SIBs. The results presented are similar to those
found for LIBs [154, 240, 241, 246], with the exception of the Na+ conducting electrolytes
displaying slightly better conductivities, despite the LixEMIm(1-x)TFSI system being less
viscous than the corresponding NaxEMIm(1-x)TFSI system (III). The latter is most probably due
to the large IL cation/anion contribution, together with the beneficial properties of Na +
containing complexes being [Na(TFSI)n]-(n-1) as compared to [Li(TFSI)n]-(n-1).

Figure 26. Isotherms of the conductivity for (a) NaxEMIm(1-x)TFSI and (b) NaxBMIm(1-x)TFSI for different
molar fractions (x = 0.025, 0.05, 0.075, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, and saturated). (III)

Modifications of the conductivity are also noticeable when the IL percentage is modified as
in the organic solvent /IL hybrid electrolytes. In V, the conductivities of hybrid electrolytes
based on EC, PC, Pyr13TFSI and BMImTFSI, all with 0.8 m NaTFSI were studied. Adding 1020% of IL slightly increases the (total) ionic conductivity in parallel with increasing the
viscosity (Figs. 26 and 27).
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Figure 27. Conductivities of (a) ECx:PCx:BMImTFSI(1-2x) and (b) ECx:PCx:Pyr13TFSI(1-2x) as functions of
temperature. (V)

This observation is re-joining the statement emphasizing the IL ions’ contribution to the
total conductivity of IL based electrolytes. As the IL contents reaches 50% the conductivities
fall drastically, most probably due to the large increases in viscosities. ILs have relatively
high viscosities in comparison to organic solvents (II, III, V), problematic for electrochemical
application as this usually leads to slower charge displacement and higher heat generation
due to resistive heating. The temperature dependence of the ionic conductivity between the
organic based EC0.50:PC0.50 and the IL based EC0.40:PC0.40:CatTFSI0.20 or EC0.45:PC0.45:CatTFSI0.10
electrolytes show a general trend that is similar at low temperatures where the
conductivities are quasi equal, while there are noticeable differences at higher
temperatures. This is a result strongly influenced by the viscosity – as the viscosities differ
less at the higher temperatures (Fig. 28).

Figure 28. Viscosity of (a) ECx:PCx:BMImTFSI(1-2x) and (b) ECx:PCx:Pyr13TFSI(1-2x) as functions of
temperature. (V)

Thermal properties of electrolytes are important as a stable electrolyte over a large range of
temperature is very useful. The thermal range stretches from the Tg to the decomposition
temperature, assuming the electrolyte to remain liquid in this range. In III, the Tg was shown
to increase as a function of the salt concentration, from -93.7 to -73.4 °C for BMImTFSI and
EMImTFSI based electrolytes. This could tentatively mean two different processes taking
place: i) Na+ complexes with low mobility are formed and/or ii) Na+ induced dynamic cross
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linking is introduced. Furthermore, the BMImTFSI based electrolytes do not present any
crystalline phases, while the EMImTFSI systems do (Fig. 29) – and thus a reduced
temperature stability range. It is therefore probable that different Na + complexes are
formed (I, II, III, V), and this is the topic of the following section.

Figure 29. Isotherms of the conductivity for (a) NaxEMIm(1-x)TFSI and (b) NaxBMIm(1-x)TFSI for different
molar fractions (x = 0.025, 0.05, 0.075, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, and saturated). (III)

Safety is a requirement for any SIB electrolyte, and to use ILs as additives to improve the
flammability properties without severely decreasing the general performance is one
approach taken (V). Properties such as the FP, IT, and SET for both Li + and Na+ conducting
hybrid electrolytes were measured, and for example the FPs of electrolytes with IL contents
of 2% to 80% increase from 140°C to 180°C (Fig. 30). Moving to the ITs of EC:PC and EC:PC:IL
these are 10 s and 18 s, respectively, and a regular electrolyte(LP30) has >16 s shorter IT
than the hybrid electrolytes (Fig 30b). At last, the SET data are in the line with the other
safety improvements; any type of IL added decrease the SET linearly over the full range, but
most notably the initial addition of 2% of IL reduced the SET by half.
At last, the origins of the safety enhancements have been investigated using the Raman
bands from the organic solvents such as EC and PC, before and after safety tests. These
bands decrease in intensity, thus a sign of these solvents to be preferentially consumed,
while the IL band shapes remain identical with only a minor increase in relative intensity.
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Figure 30. Various safety measures as functions of the electrolyte IL content: (a) FP, (b) IT, and (c)
SET. Reference data for 1M MPF6 in EC:DMC (M=Na, Li) are represented by horizontal lines. (V)

4.2 Sodium Ion Solvation and Coordination
The Na+ or Li+ solvation in battery electrolytes is a basic requirement to allow for charge
carrier of interest to be transported through the electrolyte and between the electrodes.
Depending on the composition of the electrolyte, different complexes can be formed,
ultimately influencing properties such as the ionic conductivity and the viscosity. In this
thesis Raman spectroscopy and DFT calculations have been used, often jointly, in order to
characterize these complexes – in liquid i.e. organic solvent based (II), IL based (III), and
hybrid organic solvent / IL based (V) electrolytes.
As a few examples, in III, the formation of Na[(TFSI)n]-(n-1) was investigated for imidazolium
cation IL based electrolytes and compared to the already studied Li[(TFSI)n]-(n-1) complexes
arising from the analogous Li system [247-250]. The strong Raman band located at 730-765
cm-1, known as the best solvation probe for TFSI [247, 249, 251-254], was examined in detail
and deconvoluted into two different bands (e.g. “free” TFSI and coordinated TFSI) (Fig. 31,
insert). Going from the pure ILs to the highly salt concentrated IL based electrolytes induces
a shift from 742 cm-1 to 744 cm-1 of the convoluted band, due to the formation of ion-pairs,
Na+-TFSI, and higher aggregates Na[(TFSI)n]-(n-1).
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Moreover, the cation impacts strongly on the location of the M +-TFSI band (M = Li, Na),
where the Li+-TFSI and Na+-TFSI bands are located at 748 cm-1 and 746 cm-1 , respectively.
This is due to the different charge/radius ratios, with the Na+-TFSI interaction being slightly
weaker. Therefore, depending on the impact of the respective bands, the average
convolution can be located from 742 to 744 cm-1 as stated above. For the Na[(TFSI)n]-(n-1)
complexes the method developed by Lassègues [250] for LIBs and particularly for
Li[(TFSI)n]-(1-n) was used and adapted (III); the analysis of the intensity (area) ratio
I746/(I746+I742) for the two TFSI bands revealed that the most representative complex for Na +
seems to be Na[(TFSI)3]2- over the entire concentration range, while for the analogous Li+
system it was Li[(TFSI)2]- [250]. Comparing conductivities and viscosities for Na and Li
conducting IL based electrolytes (III), the Na based electrolytes were found to have lower
conductivities and higher viscosities, in accordance with a larger Na complex formed. This
was also supported by DFT calculations showing Na[(TFSI)3]2- (and Na[(TFSI)2]-) to be
energetically favoured (III).

Figure 31. Raman spectra of NaxEMIm(1-x)TFSI and NaxBMIm(1-x)TFSI between 725-765 cm-1 for
different molar fractions with the deconvolution and fitting for NaxEMIm(1-x)TFSI, x=sat, as insert.

In both II and V studies on liquid and hybrid electrolytes were carried out to determine the
composition of the Na+ solvation shell. In contrast to III the salt concentration was kept
constant while the proportions of the solvents in the electrolytes were modified. In II the
liquid electrolytes contained NaTFSI, EC, PC, and DMC, while the hybrid electrolytes in V
were composed of NaTFSI, EC, PC, and various ILs. Both in II and V the Raman spectroscopy
analysis of the EC ring bending mode band at 714 cm-1 [255-258] and the EC breathing mode
band at 893 cm-1 [255, 259], shifting to 724 cm-1 and 900 cm-1 upon sodium cation
coordination (Fig. 32), respectively, revealed that the solvation shells were constituted
mainly of EC. Considering the other potential contribution in II, DMC, the band located at
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915 cm-1 presented a very weak intensity shoulder/band at 925 cm-1 assignable to Na+-DMC
(Fig. 28a), suggesting its contribution to the solvation shell to be minor. The PC band located
at 712 cm-1 did not show any change suggesting none or only a weak contribution to the Na+
solvation.
In II the TFSI contribution to the solvation shell was minor and constant, proportional to the
1 M salt concentration, while in V, the ILs provided a large amount of TFSI enhancing the
contribution. Therefore, the solvation shells in V were mainly constituted of EC and TFSI for
all the hybrid electrolytes (Tables 12 and 13). In more detail the addition of IL increased the
SNTFSI contribution, decreased the SNEC, and decreased the SNTotal. The latter could be due to
steric effects hindering EC and TFSI to coordinate Na+ simultaneously.

Figure 32. Raman spectra of 1 M NaTFSI in ECx:PCx:DMC(1-2x) between 880-940 cm-1 for different
electrolyte compositions (x= 0.25, 0.33, 0.45, and 0.50).

Table 12. Associated vibrational modes to bands used in the analysis of hybrid electrolytes.

𝝂𝒓𝒊𝒏𝒈 𝒃𝒓𝒆𝒂𝒕𝒉𝒊𝒏𝒈

𝝂𝑺𝑵𝑺

Vibrational mode
Species

TFSI

Na+-TFSI

EC

Na+-EC

Experimental Frequency [cm-1]

741±1

744±1

893±1

901±1

Computed Raman Activity [amu Å-4]

20

19.2

13.7

18.3
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Table 13. Solvation number analysis of hybrid electrolytes for two different types of ILs.
Electrolytes

𝑨𝑵𝒂+−𝑬𝑪
𝑨𝑻𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒍

𝑨𝑵𝒂+−𝑻𝑭𝑺𝑰
𝑨𝑻𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒍

𝑺𝑵𝑬𝑪

𝑺𝑵𝑻𝑭𝑺𝑰

𝑺𝑵𝑻𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒍

EC0.45PC0.45BMImTFSI0.10

0.41

0.27

2.16

0.35

2.52

EC0.25PC0.25BMImTFSI0.50

0.47

0.31

1.42

0.79

2.21

EC0.10PC0.10BMImTFSI0.80

0.54

0.31

0.67

1.07

1.73

EC0.45PC0.45Pyr13TFSI0.10

0.37

0.30

1.98

0.40

2.38

EC0.25PC0.25Pyr13TFSI0.50

0.55

0.27

1.71

0.70

2.41

EC0.10PC0.10Pyr13TFSI0.80

0.58

0.34

0.72

1.20

1.92

4.3 Electrode Synthesis and SIB Performance
The electrode synthesis plays a major role in the mechanical and electrochemical
performance of any battery type e.g. LIB, SIB [260]. In this thesis, the MW synthesis have
been chosen due to its attractiveness to produce inorganic nanoparticles and more
specifically TiO2 anode nanoparticles [235, 261]. The MW technique allows a much faster
synthesis of the active TiO2 material with smaller particle sizes and a higher yield.
Furthermore, the synthesis was made in a liquid environment and at the time of the
publication it was the first known TiO2 electrode made with this set-up and technique. The
final results were impressive as only two minutes were necessary to synthesize particles of
sizes ranging between 3-15 nm, while other techniques would need several days to obtain
larger sized particles [262, 263]. Aside the amount of time saved, generally commercially
attractive, the particle size reduction usually affects the electronic and ionic diffusion of the
electrode to improve the electrochemical properties [264]. TiO2 anatase have been also
synthesized using a domestic MW and it has been shown that the particle size were larger
than the liquid phase synthesis. In I the electrochemical performance for the MW
synthesized TiO2 active anatase (Fig. 33) showed capacities of 155 mAhg-1 at C/15 with a
good capacity retention were observed at high C-rates, 70 mAhg-1.
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Figure 33. Capacity versus cycle number for MWA200 (green inverted triangles), MWA200500 (red
triangles), DMWBTMA (black circles), DMWTEA (blue squares) (left), and capacity versus cycle number of
DMWBTMA (black circles) and DMWTEA (blue squares) (right) all cycled at C/15-rate.(I)

Figure 34. Typical behaviour of the anatase TiO2 anode material (MW200500) between 1-3 V vs. Li+/Li°.

In II and V the HC anode material was extensively studied. While the study on TiO2 was
more focused on the influence of the synthesis on the electrochemical performance, the
studies on HC were oriented towards the influence of the electrolytes compositions on the
electrochemical properties such as specific capacity and rate capability (Fig. 35), and safety.
In II 1 M NaClO4 in EC:PC:DMC with different solvent proportions were used, as the main
purpose was to observe the influence of DMC content. It was revealed that while DMC does
not take a major part in the Na+ solvation, only 10% of DMC was enough to decrease the
overpotential between charge and discharge cycles together with an improvement of the
rate capability, remaining at above 300 mAhg-1. Adding more DMC decreased the coulombic
efficiency, probably due to the poor electrochemical stability of DMC at low potentials.
Moreover, the SEI study using XPS revealed EC to be the main contributor to the SEI.
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Figure 35. (a) 1st cycle voltage vs. normalized capacity profiles for HC using 1 M NaClO4 in EC:PC:DMC
electrolytes with various amounts of DMC recorded at C/20-rate, (b) discharge capacity and (c)
coulombic efficiency vs. cycle number for the corresponding half-cells.
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The strategy in V was slightly different as the major aim was to improve the safety
properties of the SIBs without too much negative impact on the electrochemical properties
such as specific capacities and capacity retention. Therefore, DMC was replaced by ILs,
BMImTFSI, EMImTFSI, or Pyr13TFSI, which are known for their beneficial properties for safety
(section 2.3.2) and cycled in cells with electrolytes of the composition 0.8 m NaTFSI in
EC:PC:IL. The CV experiments revealed that adding more than 10% of IL impacts negatively
on the ESW at low potentials, likely due to IL decomposition. However, the addition of ILs in
the electrolyte composition can also be beneficial as the corrosion potential of Al was
shifted to a higher voltage; from 3.5 to 4.5 V vs. Na+/Na° [265, 266]. From all the
compositions tested, the EC0.45:PC0.45:Pyr13TFSI0.10 hybrid electrolyte was selected for further
cycling studies with HC. Here the 1st cycle exhibited a large irreversible capacity leading to a
coulombic efficiency of mere 40%, while for the subsequent 7 cycles the capacity was found
to only slightly decrease with concomitant increase in the coulombic efficiency, indicative of
continuous SEI formation (Fig 36).

Figure 36. (a) Coulombic efficiency and discharge capacity vs. cycle number for HC electrodes tested
at C/10, C/5, 1C, and 2C-rates and a EC0.45:PC0.45:Pyr13TFSI0.10 electrolyte and (b) Potential vs. capacity
profiles at different C-rates for HC and a EC0.45:PC0.45:Pyr13TFSI0.10 electrolyte.
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A good capacity retention was obtained for HC in EC0.45:PC0.45:Pyr13TFSI0.10 with a specific
capacity of 185 mAhg-1 at C/10 over 50 cycles. Several factors could explain the differences
of specific capacities obtained in II and V. The IL may modify the SEI composition as
compared to EC:PC:DMC, possibly detrimental to the system stability and increasing the
electrolyte decomposition processes at low potentials and negatively impact the diffusion of
Na+ due to a different composition. Yet another reason could be that the HCs were not
identically treated.
Moving to the positive electrode tests, carbon-coated NVPF was studied using 1 M NaPF6
and 1 M NaClO4 in EC0.45:PC0.45:DMC0.10 as the electrolytes An excellent capacity retention
was achieved with stable specific capacity of 110 mAhg-1 at C/20 for 80 cycles. In addition an
impressive rate capability was achieved with more than 90 mAhg-1 at 20C (II). Therefore, by
assembling a full cell of HC, NVPF, and 1 M NaX (X= PF6, ClO4) in EC0.45:PC0.45:DMC0.10, it was
possible to make a fully operative SIB with a very low polarisation and excellent capacity
retention upon cycling with 97 mAhg-1 over 120 cycles (Fig. 37).

Figure 37. (a) Voltage vs. capacity profiles for HC ||NVPF full SIB cells cycled with 1 M NaPF6 or 1 M
NaClO4 in EC0.45:PC0.45:DMC0.1 electrolytes recorded at C/5-rate (b) Voltage vs. capacity profiles for HC
|| NVPF full SIB cells cycled with 1 M NaPF6 in EC0.45:PC0.45:DMC0.10 electrolytes at different C-rates.
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5 Conclusions and Outlook


It is possible to run full SIB cells exhibiting excellent properties using electrode
materials of today, despite these still being under optimisation.



From simulations of cells SIBs and LIBs can have similar energy densities. It would not
be surprising to see the amount of SIB investigations to increase further in the near
future.



Lithium and sodium conducting electrolytes and storing electrodes behave
differently, which holds promise as electrode materials electrochemically inactive for
lithium can be active for sodium.



Ionic liquid based, or hybrid, electrolytes are viable for battery applications and may
bring a higher degree of safety, a far from negligible factor for commercialisation.



The mode of electrode material synthesis can change the reactivity of a material and
MW based synthesis is a promising route to improved SIB performance. The short
processing time can be of interest and importance for mass production.

The outlook is primarily based on the results of the papers presented:
 Paper I: It would be interesting to apply the MW synthesis route for other SIB
electrode materials, both anodes and cathodes, as it has been proven so efficient for
the anatase TiO2 anode materials.
 Paper II: The results obtained with liquid organic solvent based electrolytes is a good
omen also for a possible application with ILs as safety enhancing additives, even if
the ionic conductivities would be slightly reduced.
 Paper III: The spectroscopic characterization of IL based electrolytes will be a future
tool for increased understanding also of the formation of the SEI within SIBs. Indeed,
it would be interesting in the future to focus on the SEI formation to select the most
appropriate ILs for each available electrode material.
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 Paper IV: This review focused on SIB electrolytes summarizes the revival of SIB
interest since the 2000s. Inspired by LIBs, the future of this technology seem to be
bright while accomplished prototypes already appeared in the battery field [267].
SIBs are considered as the best alternative to LIBs and are expected to grow very
quickly in the future.
 Paper V: ILs as additives have been shown to improve the safety properties of
electrolytes, utterly important for future commercialization. However, it would be
interesting to use pure IL based electrolytes with good electrochemical properties in
a full SIB cell. Larger ESWs and low potential limit upon reduction are the key
features to develop further.
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